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FROM THE CORE OF MY BEING
Master Your Mindset for Success!
By Christine Suva
I awoke feeling a surge of energy flowing through me. Flooded with profound ideas, I sat at
the computer to capture them. I didn’t try to control it and let the ideas come. It was as if—after
years of immersing myself in personal and professional development, throughout my education
and career—something had cracked open deep inside. Everything began to crystallize in my
mind. I relaxed into it, trusting there was a reason this was happening. Feeling called to get
certified as a professional coach, start my business and become an author were things I’d never imagined. When the time
came, mentors and opportunities showed up. I trusted I’d jump and be taught to fly!
Looking back on starting my business, I could never have imagined what was to come on this journey. Knowing how much
my mindset would need to shift, I might not have had the courage to try. The enormous growth happened organically
through experience. Along the way I’ve stumbled, fallen, stalled out, and been utterly overwhelmed. I’ve felt confused,
frustrated, and scared, and spent thousands of dollars and hours on training, coaching, and mentoring. Entrepreneurship
is a mind-blowing, mind-expanding, boundary-obliterating experience— and not for the weak of heart. I’ve had moments of
clarity and utter confusion. With profound faith there’s a reason I’m on this path, I keep putting one foot in front of the
other. The energy that pulled me into it still pulls me forward today. I’ve learned to trust it. The discomfort of constant
stretching beyond my comfort zone has become like an old friend. I’ve come to realize there’s no other way to become an
entrepreneur. You have to get comfortable being uncomfortable.
I believe we each have a unique combination of gifts, strengths, expertise, and life experience the world needs. Some
have complete clarity on their purpose but have limiting beliefs that keep them stuck. Others feel foggy. They yearn to
make a positive impact but don’t know how. Some have found great success in their careers, but through job loss or other
challenges find their confidence rattled making it difficult to move forward effectively. I’ve been there! I know the feeling
of excitement and anticipation of wanting to make a difference. It’s also often a mixed bag of fear, frustration, and
mistakes that can be costly in emotions, time, and money. Having been through a job loss early on and reinventing myself
over time and my spouse losing his job in the recession; I know both sides of that coin. My approach to transition and
reinvention is both external and internal.
Finding my core message as a speaker was a game changer. My mother’s life story became the crystallization of my
message. It’s at the core of my “WHY”! Sharing it has attracted ideal clients and opportunities. Whether speaking to a
group of CFOs, Harvard Business Grads, CEOs, entrepreneurs, coaches, speakers, authors, career transition groups,
professional women’s conferences and retreats, or business leaders and professionals, I empower people to discover their
purpose and build the confidence and courage to create their legacy around it in alignment with their values and priorities!
My centering prayer ritual: “There may be
someone in this audience that desperately needs
to hear what I have to say. Let me share my
message directly with them and touch them where
they need it most. Let me be a source of light,
hope, faith, and belief in themselves and what’s
possible in their lives.”

www.thrivecoachservices.com
christine@thrivecoachservices.com
Illinois –– USA
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CELEBRATING THE WORDS & WISDOM OF WOMAN
Today's visionary woman . . . bold, beautiful, bountiful and brilliant!
SIBYL Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman is published by Sibella Publications,
formerly Woman Speaks Publications.
More than ever before, the voice of woman needs to be heard ––
Each of our online magazines showcase the original written works of some 40 - 50 women
writers from around the globe. Every page inside Sibyl Magazine is shared as a gift toward
the fulfillment of higher-consciousness, divine wholeness and compassionate living. With
over 10 years of successful publishing to our credit, we take great pride in expanding the
reach of today’s visionary woman –– the future and imminent return of Wisdom in the earth.

Sibyl Magazine acknowledges and …
•

EMBRACES every woman’s personal journey as sacred

•
•

HONORS each step a woman takes as divine and blessed
BELIEVES each woman’s life-purpose is forever in process ––
leading, directing and calling her straightforthly toward her
highest good; her innermost hopes, dreams, goals and aspirations.
God’s Calling. Wisdom’s divine Love and Light healing for the world.

Our complete and total commitment is toward a woman’s:

Personal Growth | Spiritual Awareness | Authentic Living | Global Visioning |
Compassionate Connectivity & Divine Oneness.
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Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein Lies the peace of God.
~ A Course in Miracles

Presently, we serve some 45,000+ (mainly women) in readership ––
The average age range of our reading audience is between 40 - 65+ yrs.

STRETCHING YOUR REACH • EXPANDING YOUR TERRITORY • SHINING YOUR LIGHT

“Ordinary Women Sharing Extraordinary Insights” –––

Writing or blogging your thoughts is one thing, but getting the opportunity to have your
words of wisdom and insight published inside an international magazine publication
serves others on an entirely new and different level of expression! Sibyl Magazine gives
women writers, healing practitioners, consultants and visionaries a worldwide platform to
share their God-inspired message of Love and Light.
If you’re interested in becoming a contributing article writer for Sibyl Magazine, we ask that you first take a moment to browse
through this first issue, stopping to read a few articles that peak your interest. This will allow you to contemplate and seriously
discern if your writing and subject matter would be a good fit for our reading audience. If you feel that your words of feminine
wisdom and insight would be an asset to our publication, then by all means, move forward and take a look at our submission
guidelines on page 13. Then submit. *Be sure to acknowledge the deadline date for all incoming articles. Good luck!
DISCLAIMER –– By providing our readers with a multiplicity of notes and melodies from which to choose, they are free to create and establish their own spiritual rhythm in
which to dance! Any website, advertisement or other entity extended to our reading audience is simply information adding to each subscriber’s food for thought.
Opinions, endorsements and advertisements expressed within Sibyl Magazine or on the Sibella Circle International website are not always the shared thoughts of Sibella
Publications. We always reserve the right not to publish any ad, website or written material we feel is not in alignment with the positive love and light energy the readers
of Sibyl Magazine have grown accustomed to receiving. Content within SIBYL Magazine may not be copied or reprinted without written permission from our editor-inchief. We value the talent of every artist and writer. If ever there is an item that is displayed anonymously and you happen to know the artist, please contact us right away
and share that information with us, allowing us to add their website and email address to their artwork. Thank you.

© Copyright 2007 - 2017 SIBYL Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman. All rights reserved.

One of the greatest gifts you can give yourself is to take responsibility for the choices you’ve made in your life.
Sit with those choices –– allowing your mind to make sense of them; then forgive yourself … and move on!
~ Sibyl English

KEEP IN MIND . . .
"We do not see things as they are, we see them as we are" ~ Anais Nin
Hence, let us all be about the business of seeing things more clearly, as we love one another more kindly!
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
WHEN DID I DIE INSIDE?
Trusting in Emergence
By Theresa Nutt
All of us who are called to live in alignment with our soul’s journey will be asked to step away
from the familiar and into the unknown. In our society, this trajectory is often frowned upon.
Statements like, “She must be lost! How could she be so irresponsible?” And my personal
favorite, “Why doesn’t she just get it together?” are commonly used to address this decision.
What these well-meaning people don’t realize is that it is an active decision to step into the emptiness completely
vulnerable and uncertain.
There is something so primal about the quest to find a life that aligns with our heart and soul. And as I have experienced it
before, and am again, I realize that it requires a trust in the emergence. Often people literally walk away from the life they
knew. They create energetic space by doing a number of things including decreasing daily responsibility, questioning all of
the beliefs they have been operating from, and simplifying while decreasing distractions (I am on a social media fast).
Initially it seems that nothing is happening and you might wonder just what you were thinking. Perfectly normal! Just
remember that you are being called deeper into your own life. Something amazing happens after the initial control freak
has her say and we move from the life we knew to a life that is waiting to be defined. I am returning to my natural rhythm
biologically and my body is more relaxed. I am learning how to be present with what is instead of constantly distracting
myself from my deeper life. I feel more love and care toward myself as well as the important people in my life.
About this time in the process, well-meaning people will step in to save you from yourself. They will try to help you
move faster, just take action, and figure it out. Goddess love
them! I had a person try to save me from myself last night. In
the end, it’s my job to thank her and others like her and remind
them that I am completely safe in my process. Let’s not deny
that we might lose faith, feel lost, and in general want to speed
the process up ourselves.
What I have noticed from doing this more than once in my life is
that our soul is helping us align energetically with a new version
of ourselves. We become more radiant, authentic, and
connected to all of life. Our innate gifts grow and become more
obvious. And we clear old emotions and cellular memory that
no longer serve the new life. And if we pay attention, there are
subtle clues that appear in the form of random opportunities
that speak to us and light us up from the inside out. All we have
to do is collect the clues and hold them close to our heart. What
we are meant to do with them will reveal itself at precisely the
right moment. Our souls know exactly what they are doing.

www.theresanutt.com
theresa@theresanutt.com
Minnesota –– USA

www.theresanutt.com

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
Unlock Your Soul Treasure and Shine
De-Gilding the Lily
By Bobbe Bramson
What would it be like if you knew with complete certainty that you were enough; right now, just
as you are, without further embellishments or improvements? Over years of listening to friends
and clients I’ve found this idea of not being good enough, (also experienced as not being ‘there’
yet), is the number one issue that haunts us and keeps us prisoner to lack, insecurity, and fear.
Women are particularly prone to this, many of us not even aware how much angst we carry around inside of us from one
moment to the next. Many of today’s most prevalent maladies like anxiety and insomnia are just outward expressions of this
angst, yet society recommends popping a pill to gloss over the symptoms rather than going straight to the source and
dealing with the roots of the problem.
To make matters worse, women on a spiritual or self-discovery path tend to be seekers. By definition alone this implies we
seek after and most times find something that is ‘wrong’ with us. “If only if only if…” is the theme song of this wrongness
and, continuing with the metaphor, it’s a song that not only gets played over and over again in an endless loop, but also
sometimes gets stuck in a particularly unpleasant groove on the record! This tune prods us into continually seeking for
more. Just one more this or that and then I’ll be complete, okay, enough.
There is a way out. First we need to become consciously aware of how our self-talk can activate a mental magnet that pulls
us into the ‘I’m-not-good-enough’ vortex. Then it’s about lifting the needle out of that outworn groove and putting on a
new record. This record plays a song that allows for more
space to accept all that we are. It invites us to see ourselves
with compassion and connect with our true innocence. From
there we can begin to choose more comforting, supportive
lyrics like “perhaps I am good enough in this moment, and so
for now I’m going to believe it.”
The second step is to acknowledge that our life journey is
always going to revisit certain territories that the soul deems
important for our evolution. These are not tests of our worth.
Rather they are experiences designed to stretch us, to
empower us, to wise us up! The fact that we must revisit them,
usually more often than we may like, does not make us wrong!
It makes us STRONG!
Thirdly: DE-GILD THE LILY! Give yourself permission to not
set the stage perfectly, to not go out of your way to clean up,
to not know everything before you try something new, to say
something imperfect out of turn, to not wear makeup, etc. Yes,
continue to look within and do the work of becoming more of
who you really are, but embrace the beautiful, holy lily that you
are right now. You do not need to gild what is already perfect.

www.AngelHeartToHeart.com
bramsongs@verizon.net
New York –– USA

www.AngelHeartToHeart.com

SIBELLA PUBLICATIONS

We embrace every word a woman speaks.

Our most recent magazine
LUMINOUS WISDOM: SOPHIA
debuted on June 1, 2017. Take a look!

Take a look at our submission guidelines on page 13 to see
if you feel your words of feminine wisdom and insight would
be a great fit for our magazine reading audience. Then submit
an article within the given acceptance date. Good luck!
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YES, I’D LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE
I’M ENJOYING MY READING
EXPERIENCE WITH SIBELLA
PUBLICATIONS AND I’D LIKE TO
BECOME A SUBSCRIBER.

• • • LIMITED TIME OFFER • • •

I UNDERSTAND BY SUBSCRIBING NOW
TO LUMINOUS WISDOM: SOPHIA
I WILL ALSO RECEIVE A LIFETIME
SUBSCRIPTION TO SIBYL MAGAZINE
THIS IS A GREAT OFFER ...

I WANT THE 2 for 1 OFFER

By the way … Why aren’t you a SUBSCRIBER yet?
Becoming a Sibella article writer without first becoming a Sibella
subscriber is like putting the cart in front of the horse. It’s only logical
that by becoming a subscriber you gain a solid edge above others ––
an advantage from receiving each monthly issue and learning
more about the essence our editors are looking for.

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
YOUR REMARKABLE LIFE, YOUR WAY
Confusion Can Clear the Way, Really!
By Veronica Strachan
Living consciously, learning, and growing is rarely all roses and rainbows. There are many times
that I’ve felt conflicted and confused on my personal transformation journey. Humans are
complex creatures and complex learning at its best, is an emotionally charged experience. If
you’re feeling a little conflicted and confused, it could be a sign that something new is coming
into your life—you’re about to make a learning leap.
I support the notion that simple is best, that pursuing just one thing means it’s more likely that we will get it, but sometimes
our search for the one thing makes us run around like a mouse in a maze, following the aroma of that elusive piece of
cheese. Sometimes, confusion, conflict, overwhelm, and fear, all combine to land you in what science calls a “cognitive
impasse”. You’re stuck, something isn’t working—what could it be, where do I go, what do I do now?
So why is confusion a good thing? It can be especially annoying when you’ve had your act together for a while, and then you
unexpectedly fall off the “I-know-where-I’m-going” wagon. You’re off balance, frustrated and anxious. For me, after the initial
crankiness, I start to take stock, to reflect, to get curious. Curiosity can lead us to productive confusion. Sound confusing? In
short, the sequence goes confusion, frustration, curiosity, exploration, information, insight.
Our tendency these days for slick, simplified explanations for complex subjects robs us of one of the fundamental ways we
learn—to work it out for ourselves. People tempt us with all sorts of easier ways to do things. Sometimes their easier way is
not the best way for us. Sometimes we need to sit in the confusion for a while and reflect. Confusion can encourage and
motivate us to get a deeper and broader sense of what’s involved so that we gather more information, use our insight and
explore our potential to find unique solutions, to restore our clarity.
People support what they help to create. It may not be from scratch, and it may not be entirely new, but if you invest mental,
physical and emotional energy into trying to understand and create, you are far more likely to learn how to reduce your
confusion. You’ll see and appreciate things you may not have, if you had been given the answer by someone else.
Your confusion driven insight can also be about letting go of something or someone, even a part of yourself, that you no
longer need. Confusion can be exactly what we need to jolt us out of worn patterns of thinking and feeling, old habits and
ruts that keep us doing and feeling the same things over and over. Let them go. There is a whole other world out there
waiting for you to stretch that curiosity muscle and find your own right and remarkable way of being and doing.
Next time you’re confused, let yourself feel it, reflect, be curious, journal. It probably means you’re right on track.

www.veronicastrachan.com
veronica@veronicastrachan.com
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA

www.veronicastrachan.com
The attraction of our Light connected with the essence of your Light! And so it is ...

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
HEARTFULNESS IS KEY!
Returning to Me
By Laurie Bartley
Yes, I have made many life changes over the past year. I have shed roles, expectations and
obligations that I have held tightly to for decades.
Walking off the predictable path I have tread the bulk of my life, and savouring each
meandering step on a new path. It is not outstretched before me – it is not smooth, with a
horizon I can see easily. It’s a path that I am co-creating with guidance from my spiritual guides. Mother Earth is rising to
meet my steps perfectly. There are twists and turns, and the journey holds much mystery – but also much surprise and
beauty.
I am not lost, or broken, or in mid-life crisis. I am remembering.
I am finding the courage – no, I have long held and displayed courage – it’s the willingness, to look more deeply.
To peel the layers of beliefs I adopted and agreed to in years long past, and to release and re-pattern those that were
never my truth. To trust myself completely. To surrender the self that others think I am - or perhaps expect me to be - and
to shine as the multi-dimensional soul being that I am.
I am remembering: The depth of my spirit; The fullness of my heart; The power of my being. I have opened up space for
many new experiences and people to come into my life. And arrive they have. Such blessings and beauty are being placed
in front of me.
Opportunities to stay in multiple homes in the amazing Okanagan Valley. One overlooking the city with spectacular
views of the evening lights; a 40 acre spiritual retreat center at the foothills of the mountain with a huge yoga studio,
stream, labyrinth and multiple gardens displaying a variety of colour and texture and smells; a log home with rental
cabin in the forest, all of these offering a hot tub and other nurturing amenities. Then there is the new condo with clean
lines and high ceilings, offering safety and beauty amidst the vibrancy of the city movement. There’s the loving
sanctuary of my sister’s home, a place of familiarity and serenity. And a beautiful, air conditioned trailer to camp in,
offering a changing outdoor landscape, a relaxed lifestyle, and freedom of movement as I vacation and travel to lakes
and the ocean in beautiful British Columbia.
Better yet are the people who share these experiences with me. My friends who share from their heart. Who offer their
wisdom, kindness, courage, and compassion. Who mirror those very qualities I most cherish and strive to display in my
interactions with others.
Yes, I have made many changes over the past
year. I have articulated my boundaries, and
remembered my core values, one of which is
discovery. And have opened myself up to new
experiences.
I am remembering, and returning to me. And the
universe is thanking me for it in ways I couldn’t
have imagined!
I wish for you the same.

www.heartcenteredliving.ca
believelaurie@gmail.com
British Columbia –– CANADA

www.heartcenteredliving.ca

If you’re a NEW magazine SUBSCRIBER . . .
and have written a book you
feel would be of interest to our
Spirit. Soul. Mind & Body
woman-centric, spirituality and
enlightenment reading audience ...
Then by all means, go online to
view the guidelines to submit
your book’s information to
our editorial staff ––
Go online: www.SibellaPublications.com

SU BM ISSION GUIDELINES

DEADLINE DATE EXTENDED
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017
FOR ALL INCOMING ARTICLES

“Ordinary Women
Sharing Extraordinary Insights”

Yes, I am definitely interested in becoming
a contributing article writer for Sibella Publications
Sibella Publications –– Celebrating 10 years of successful publishing for women by women. Since 2007

If you are thinking of submitting an article for review by our editors,
here’s your easy-to-follow submission guidelines.
Presently, our editors are accepting incoming article submissions for –––
HURRY!
Sibyl Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
Deadline for all incoming articles: August 1, 2017 (Midnight)

New Deadline Date
September 1, 2017

Early article submissions are greatly appreciated (you’ll miss the influx of last minute writers rushing to deadline - smile).
If your initial article is selected for publishing, the editors will want to continue to publish your words of wisdom for an entire
one year publication season. *You should receive a response from the editors within 2 - 3 weeks after sending in your submission.
• Topics to write about include: All things spirituality, healing, awakening, enlightenment, mindfulness, etc.
• The following information needs to go at the top of your article.
- What would your MAIN TITLE be for the entire year (the main focus of all 12 articles)?
- Be sure to also give your article a SUBTITLE stemming from that specific article (Maximum: 5 words)
- Written by _____________________________________________
• Guidelines to create the body of your article.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

USE SINGLE SPACING FOR YOUR ENTIRE ARTICLE.
ONLY DOUBLE SPACE TO SHOW SEPARATION BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS.
NO INDENTIONS OR TABS SHOULD EVER BE USED.
DO NOT USE BULLET POINTS ANYWHERE WITHIN YOUR ARTICLE.
WRITE YOUR ARTICLE SECTIONED IN PARAGRAPHS – 5, 6, 7 COMPLETE PARAGRAPHS.
TEXT COLOR:
BLACK
FONT TYPE:
TIMES NEW ROMAN
POINT SIZE :
10 POINTS

• The following information needs to go at the end of your article.
- Your 1 primary website address.
- Your 1 email address.
- The state and country you reside.
- Your word count BOLD.
- Your phone number.

* Having a personal business website is absolutely mandatory!
* The one allowing readers to connect with you about your article.
* Ex: Indiana, USA
* Do not include either of your titles in your word count.
* For editors to contact you if they have a question about your article.

• Article Word Count:
* Minimum 475 ––– Maximum 500
• Send article in WORD .doc format to: * Article@SibellaPublications.com

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
WE ARE BUT HUMAN
Stop Telling Me What To Do
By Helen Ollerenshaw
We all have our own beliefs and values, our own life rules and filters through which we
engage, interact and judge the world and our role in it. We all also have our own buttons that
can be pushed by comments and actions of others, truthfully it is how we interpret and react to
those behaviours, comments and actions and not the other person, but acknowledging that
would ruin a good story..
I learned a lot about button pushing when working with teens in residential care homes. These teens for one reason or
another, through loss, physical or mental health, limitations or behaviour of their parents could not live with their families.
Like most teens they were really good button pushers, simply they unknowingly challenged all my values and beliefs.
During my work with them I had to constantly question why and choose my battles, it was a very good way of tearing apart
assumptions and creating beliefs that would support the work I do now.
One button that I still have which catches me out every now and then is the ‘stop telling me what to do‘ button. It is one
that I created at 4 years or age after an argument with a nurse. In retrospect it was because I knew my own mind, I knew
what I wanted to do and was capable of doing and was being denied recognition of my independence by this ‘person.’
Over the years this ‘person’ has changed shape and form but still pops up in my life and mostly they are men. BTW, this is
not about being anti-men, it is simply my experience and perhaps re-framed would be that men like to be helpful and
provide solutions to problems, even though, they don’t know me, are not related to me and I have not asked for help.
Several examples come to mind, I recall being asked whether I knew what I was doing giving my car a minor service on a
long road trip up the east coast of Australia, it was obvious that I did, it wasn’t a random though I had that morning.
Another was when a stranger instructed me on how to weed my garden, if only I had known earlier! Or when asked if I knew
how to use electric tools after renovating furniture and maintaining a house and garden for several years.
I have learned to recognise the moment this button has been pushed and ‘let it go’ though, occasionally it catches me.
Recently, I was asked if I was sure I had installed satellite internet in my home. I wanted to reply thank you for questioning
my intelligence and competence, I am sure I did but would you come and check for me incase I accidentally didn’t and it
was all a bad dream.
Perhaps my ability to catch myself and not snap or
be cranky means I am shifting and releasing
beliefs, or just that I have grown-up a bit.

www.lifethereal.com.au
HelenO@lifethereal.com.au
Canberra –– AUSTRALIA

www.lifethereal.com.au
Today I’m going to consciously choose to add to the depth of my understanding by viewing things and people
without names, shape or form. Lord, teach me Spirit and Spirit alone. ~ Sibyl English

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
THE JOURNEY BACK TO SELF
Self-Reflecting Pool
By Kellie Springer
You know the spiritual truth that gets bantered about, the one that says those that we
struggle with the most are often a mirror for something unhealed within ourselves? I hate
that one. In my own mind, the lesson plan for that truth goes something like this: They're such
an ass (Roll of the eyes). I am nothing like them (Arms crossed in defense). Alright maybe one
time I did something similar but that was because… (Shrug of the shoulders). But I don’t want to make this about me.
Can’t we just stick with idea that there’s something wrong with them? (Whiny voice) Uncle! Okay, what is the friggin
lesson I’m meant to learn here? (Deep sigh of resignation) And so it goes. Over and, many more times, over. Until the
day we die, I’m pretty sure.
Anyone that has done some degree of personal growth knows what I’m referring to, and has heard it shared and
experienced it to the ‘Nth’ degree as well. But today folks, is your lucky day because we are going to look at the
opposite end of that spectrum. What lies there, you ask? I’m so glad you did because that side of things gets very little
coverage in the grand scope of self-awareness.
So, it goes something like this- If all those things that drive us batty about another are truly an aspect of ourselves that is
seeking resolve of some sort then…the opposite is true a well. This means that in those moments when we admire a
quality or action in another human, we are seeing an aspect of ourselves reflecting back. We could not recognize it in
someone else if we did not first know of its existence within us.
For example, when we are deeply moved by witnessing acts of courage, compassion, acceptance, kindness, honesty
and integrity we are being asked to know that all of those things are a part us as well. We, you, are just as beautiful as
what has been observed and felt. Isn’t that fantabulous? The universe doesn’t just offer us reflections of those kinda
crappy things about our personalities and life, we are also surrounded by our glory.
This is what I ask of you: When your heart is opened or you feel inspired by a quality of someone else, stop for a
moment, heck take two, and own that trait as part of your truth as well. Pause to think when you have lived and shared
that same energy, no matter how brief or infrequently. Why? Because sometimes we get so caught up in trying to fix
what is wrong with us, that we forget there are many spectacular things as well. This part of the lesson plan is just as
necessary and important as the other extreme. Please, own your flaws but own your greatness as well.
Be well and happy.

www.anamcarakellie.com
kellie@anamcarakellie.com
Pennsylvania –– USA

www.anamcarakellie.com

ALL ARTICLE WRITERS &
SUBSCRIBERS ARE INVITED!

www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

Come join us!

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
THE JOURNEY OF CHANGE
The Next Chapter
By Rose Rowlson
It never ceases to amaze me how things fall, the decisions made at any given moment in our
lives, decisions that change our direction forever. Clearly my decision in this next chapter of life,
helped define my future in many ways. I often think of alternative paths, and how my life would
have been so different. And yet, there are no regrets to the path I chose, even though at times it
was difficult, ultimately is has turned out to be one of my best.
One bright sunny morning, I visited the doctor, after having been sick for a number of weeks. I suppose I had put it off
because I had a sixth sense that I was pregnant, and this was later confirmed. Part of me was elated, I had always wanted
children and I was very attracted to the romance of having a baby, a little home, a caring husband, being looked after. I had
never had a warm loving home where everyone was connected so I fantasized about what that could be like and I so wanted
to be loved.
And yet, the circumstances around this decision were far from the fantasy, as I was quick to realize. Reality came crashing
fast. Parenthood should be a special unique time, of mothers and fathers bonding together, adding value to their child.
However, it becomes a difficult time, when the father hasn’t grown up and won’t accept responsibility for fatherhood. It was
something thrust upon us both and neither of us were ready, but I chose to walk the journey anyway.
Hindsight is a valuable thing; it’s a shame that we don’t possess it while going through circumstances. I look back now and
see how unprepared my husband was for the journey, it was never something that he had wanted. He was aloof, selfish,
following his music, his expectation of life was to sit on a mountain, be a guru and meditate to some higher existence. And
over many years he wandered in and out of our lives, sometimes the mystic, sometimes the committed father and husband
and sometimes the fool.
There were many difficulties on this path, from being an unmarried mother, moving far away from home, managing the
constant emotional rollercoaster ride of motherhood, being a single parent, being a married woman, battling depression
and anxiety and financial hardship. However, the one constant was the unique and wonderful ever-present love of a small
boy, who stole my heart and now some thirty-five years later, is a source of incredible pride and value in my life.
Life, forever filled with its challenges, its good and
its bad times, is to be lived whole heartedly and
passionately. We learn along the way that outside
of the difficulties of the journey, we possess
amazing resilience, determination and courage. I
love the poem that says Dance like no one is
watching and Love every day as if it was your last.
It is that essence and passion that drives my life.
www.roserowlson.com.au
rose@roserowlson.com.au
New South Wales –– AUSTRALIA
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WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO STOP TELLING THAT STORY
Blessings and Wisdom of Trees
By Linayah Kei Michael
I am a tree hugger in the true sense. There is something about being near a tree or trees, which
brings me to a place of peace. Often people think of a tree as only a tree. Seeing the sacred
being of each tree can be life-changing. They offer us so much providing shade, oxygen,
shelter, nourishment and love. Yes, love.
The first time I really came into touch in a new way with a tree changed me forever. I’d always loved trees for their majestic
presence, the beauty, and the feeling of something bigger than what I could visually see. The day I met 'my tree'
everything changed. I sit by him and mediate each time I visit. I feel the love in his energy. He’s a big live oak tree that is
hundreds of years old. The magical moment came when I put my arms around him. As I hugged him I felt his energy
running though me in waves of love. Then he began talking to me energetically. I’ll always remember it.
I go visit when I can and introduce many friends to him, which he loves. He has given me guidance, love and joy in what
he has to say. We’re all on a quest in our journey in life to find ourselves and remember who we are. Every experience is
there for a reason to help us move along in growth and expansion. Yet we tend to often get bogged down with our daily
lives, moving through life in a mindless way. We see only what is around us and nothing more. We strive to 'just make it'
through each day.
Then one day we begin to feel that there must be more to what we have and it has to be better. This is the beginning of
what is known as 'awakening': awakening to a Higher Power that is within ourselves and finding that we are not alone and
are quite connected. We awaken to seeing more around us. We see the beauty of a bird or sunset; see others in a new
way. We see blessings and love in everything, everywhere. Then we begin to want to find something that will give us
answers so we search and search.
We do learn a lot, but finally it comes to a point where we must begin to look within, where every answer we want resides.
Searching and exploring is beneficial yet the truth of who you are and your Divine essence is found in the roots.
Every part of our emotions, feelings, thoughts and beliefs are rooted in something. To heal what does not serve us will be
found in those roots. Go within and not without. Tap in to your inner wisdom and listen to what your heart tells you.
Ground into the being that is you and plant yourself in the knowing of how magnificent you are. Stand tall as the mighty
tree and let a new story emerge.
www.angelicpathtohealing.net

angelicpathtohealing@yahoo.com
California –– USA

www.angelicpathtohealing.net
And when at last you come to the end of yourself and begin to think about what you might have done if …
Fear and regret are both very paralyzing enemies. At all cost, do not let either of them defeat you. ~ Sibyl English
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HEALING THE SPIRIT: DREAMS & SYNCHRONICITY
The Laundromat on Waring Road
By Wanda Easter Burch
It was January 13, 1999, in Memphis, Tennessee. Everything was always as it had been. There
was the guy with his arm above his head and crossed legs leaning into one of the pinball
machines, the gray haired attendant patiently, like a bar keep, listening to the bored, no, more
than that, boring bragging of an overweight young man: “no maam, you wouldn’t want to have
to do what I have to do every day; the responsibility is a killer.” “No, I wouldn’t,” she said. “’Took off some weight. I used
to drink twelve of those sodas a day, minimum now I drink diet Sprite.” She said that was good for him and helped a
large, rather pretty, black woman with long flashy earrings, boldly displaying her large chest in a Stamford sweatshirt,
start a balky machine.
I looked around and was transported not necessarily in some soft nostalgic fashion. Just transported, maybe even
jolted, to a childhood weekly scene in the same place, only slightly different. My mom and Patti’s mom, next door
neighbors, would wash and roll their hair in curlers and bring us to the ritual of washing clothes. Hair dryers once lined
the front window forty-five years ago and large do-it-yourself dry cleaners lined the rear. For a quarter you could dry
your hair while your clothes washed and dried. Patti, or sometimes Alice, another childhood neighbor, and I would play
among the large dryers and do word games and puzzles. Not trusting my memory, I asked about the hair dryers and
“Yes,” said the elderly lady, “that was just about the time I bought it.”
The old dry cleaners were there only a little while after she bought it, and she heard there used to be hair dryers and yes, it
was about forty-five years ago that there had been hair dryers. And somehow the sun was always shining, and the heat
always steamed the windows like today. I looked toward the tall thin woman who had just come in with her laundry. “All
they want is your money, all the time, a plot to get old people’s money. That letter I just mailed was over 1 ounce and she
needed 23 cents more—never did before and never came back neither, probably because it was going to a prison. Yeah,
all they want is old people’s money.”’
My mother was dying and the hairdryers had
been gone for forty-five years.
No matter how long the passage of time, there
are moments that bring you back to who you
were, who you are, and who you always will be. I
felt peaceful in that moment of time.

www.wandaburch.com
wanda@wandaburch.com
New York –– USA
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VALIDATION FROM A POSITIVE PERSPECTIVE
Ditch the Doubt
By Ann Peckham
Consciousness is a dynamic, fertile field of light requiring freedom and self-determination
in order to develop. Its nourishment is divine wisdom, its fertilizer is knowledge reaped from
countless lessons and experience. The fact that you are reading this shows that you have
survived countless lessons and have gained much experience. However it is important that
you become very aware of what Albert Einstein said “Everybody is a genius, but if you judge a fish by its ability to
climb a tree it will live its whole life believing that it’s stupid”.
There is only a stream of goodness and abundance and the only reason that you ever experience anything other than
that is because you are disallowing the stream of good. You do this every time you have a negative thought, or doubt
or worry. All of these things are so much part of day to day life that they have become the default setting. It is time to
reassess, choose and you need to work out what to choose. That becomes really easy once you have released the knot
at the gate of abundance. The full flowing bliss that comes with that release is so freeing that the moment anything
negative crops up you will feel a tightening in the Solar Plexus (that is the area just around your belly button) and then
you will very rapidly release that negativity and tension and return to the bliss.
You will only feel that if you know what it feels like to have that knot removed and then be given the tools to keep that
gate open and receptive. I offer the support to gently assist the transition from the tension rife reactionary norm that
most women exist in until the new level has been established enough to be self-generating. If you would like to know
what it feels like to have the tension knot released then I offer a complimentary session for you to experience that.
Love is the sacred vehicle unfolding your potential and leading you to full consciousness. As the consciousness field
develops it makes divine intervention more viable. Over the past years countless members of our population have
been awakening. Our collective consciousness field is beginning to dramatically shift towards spirit. This new energy
indicates we are approaching optimal mass required for divine, direct intervention.
We are being continuously bombarded with negative images and sound bites that make it seem that we are much
further away from this divine intervention than we truly are. It is vitally important for you to become fully aware of
every time you come from a place of tension and reaction as this will prevent the evolution of humanity. That sounds
quite alarming and it is meant to as I feel certain
that you believe yourself to be part of the
solution and yet each time you sink into
reaction, self-doubt and worry you become part
of the problem. So connect with me and I will
help you to ditch the doubt.

www.sparklingenergy.co.uk
purpleann57@yahoo.co.uk
England –– UNITED KINGDOM
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DISCOVER YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF
Sacred Smudging
By Alma Lightbody
Smudging and cleansing of physical and/or personal space is an ancient art that has
been used in ceremony for thousands of years. It is a symbolic way of clearing spirits,
entities, ghosts or just heavy stale and negative energy from buildings and spaces.
Smudging is also used to clear a participant’s field in many kinds of ceremony and
services. It cleanses the personal aura before entering sacred space.
Tools used are: an abalone shell to hold the ashes then a sage wand or Palo Santo
wood are lit on fire to create smoke. A feather is used to direct the smoke around the
person, building or area of ceremony. It is important to be respectful and to honour
Native and Shamanic practices and prayers when using their traditions.
Sometimes people moving into a new home or an older home like to have the building
and surrounding areas cleansed and cleared of questionable energy. This was the case
with a friend of mine. She had bought a house that was built in the 1920’s. It was a
great house with lots of room and character but - it also carried a history of some
family deaths - and that was a bit unsettling to my friend. Due to her concern about
the age of the house and the associated deaths she asked me to do a cleansing.
We decided to use sacred smudging, candles and sound and to complete the cleanse
before any furniture was moved in. I gave my friend and her daughter smudging
equipment to use and I used my crystal bowl. After about half an hour the 4 year old
granddaughter and her father arrived. I gave the little girl a small bell and asked her to
join in and help us clear the energy. She was very intent and took her job seriously.
Then, from different parts of the house, without notice, we all stopped the work
simultaneously and felt a total completion. Within minutes the rest of the family arrived
with all the furniture and it became a happy hub of activity.
A couple of years later my husband and I went to their home for a visit. The
granddaughter, went off to her room for a while then returned with a picture she had
painted for me. It was a house with fairies waving in the windows. Her mother asked
her what it meant. The little girl told her, I was the lady who did magic. Now the fairies
wanted to live there and she wanted to thank me. A beautiful story about how children
see and remember things.
To this day it remains a most happy home for the family. We all could benefit from a
simple smudging ceremony to cleanse our personal body and space. It is a symbolic
and powerful tool to shed and release what does not serve us. Learn from it - by seeing
through the eyes of a child.

www.VitalDifferences.ca
alightbody@shaw.ca
British Columbia –– CANADA
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NAVIGATING YOUR JOURNEY
Timing Is Everything
By Debra Ross
I was introduced recently to a company that has a breakthrough health product based on
never-before-seen scientific technology. It’s a one of a kind technology that can create and
stabilize active redox in the bod and I’m beyond excited because this product allows me to
extend my healing reach… but even more it allows myself as a healer to stay heart centered
more easily. But let me back up to the year 2009.
An acquaintance of mine approached me with a product and wanted me to test it out and give him feedback. At the time I
was heavy into being a personal trainer and teaching people the exercise program and breathing technique that I
developed. This product was supposed to help with endurance and performance and that’s exactly what I tested it for. I
thought it over delivered and was a great product. I would use it here and there when I knew I was going to need extra
endurance because I knew it worked but that was it. Honestly it kind of faded into the background endurance and
performance just wasn’t a priority for me at the time.
A few years past and I was approached on social media about this same product and immediately I said, I know what this
is. It’s great! This individual gave me a link to read up on what this product did and even sent me to a site that had
testimony after testimony. As I was reading and watching videos I became more and more impressed with this product
and the many endless possibilities. By the next time that I talked with the individual that introduced me to this product I
was sold. I had an aha moment and it all fell into place in my head. This product was/is very similar to my core values with
what I practice and teach my clients. It just makes sense that I would incorporate it into my business. But I kept struggling
with a question.
Why did I not know that this product empowers the body to heal itself?
The answer that I came up with was timing. This product can deliver a wide array of benefit and at the time I fell into the
athletic category and was approached as such. Since then my business has change and I fit into the healing category now.
I believe I am able to understand better the way it works because of watching my clients learn proper breathing and what
affects that has had in the body’s natural healing process. I am beyond excited about this product. I believe I was always
meant to cross paths with this product. I just wasn’t
ready for it until now. Now it feels like home.
Timing really is everything.

www.bodydesigns.org
debra@bodydesigns.org
Colorado –– USA
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EMBRACING YOUR HEART’S WISDOM
Caring Enough to Let Go
By Marcia Blau
I felt stunned the first time my younger son wanted to leave home for most of the summer. His
wish was to join his older brother on a vacation in Canada with their dad’s family. My inner
voice began screaming, “No, no, please don’t leave me!” I felt caught between my personal
interests and my love for him. Which side would win? I smiled and simply said, “Of course you
can go there.”
One of the more challenging aspects of good parenting is learning how to let children go. In fact, getting children on
their feet and into their own lives is the underlying aim of parenthood. With my older son, this separation process
seemed an easier task. He had been born with medical issues. As a result, his readiness to sprout wings became
intertwined with my relief that he could. Besides, I still had another child at home.
As an adolescent, I had given my own parents a hard time. My sophomore year in college had left me significantly
depressed. I came back from a summer trip sure that I needed to move cross-country. It was the first time in my life that
my parents’ protests didn’t matter. I moved out West, far from family, where I could shed confusion, learn about myself,
and return home a year later on firmer ground. Having gone through that experience years ago, I now had to honor my
children’s need to separate. It was a painful moment, but one that ultimately made us closer.
In my own growing-up process, I can remember the exact moment I let go of being a child with my father. I was in my 20s
at the time. I found myself in his neighborhood, so I called and asked if I could drop in. He graciously stopped his work
to have coffee with me, but shortly afterwards, he dismissed me to get back to business. As I was leaving I noticed that I
was feeling fine. As a little girl, Dad’s dismissals would leave me feeling rejected. This time I understood that I had
interrupted him while he was working. That’s easy enough for an adult to understand.
In relationships between parents and children, we move through different roles at various life stages. In their elderly
years, my brother and I became custodians for our parents, making life decisions for them. Being flexible to the changing
needs of family members is a crucial part of family harmony. It is about being able to adjust to things as they are, rather
than as they were, or as we wish they could be.
As I write this article, my son is again on his way to see his dad’s family in Canada. Over the years, it became a place of
much joy for him. Looking back, I am so grateful
that I was able to let him go. Today, I happily look
forward to his return, and getting that tasty jar of
Canadian maple syrup!

www.marciablau.com
mblaulcsw@gmail.com
New York –– USA
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Life is so much brighter when we focus on what really matters! ~ Anonymous
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RECLAIM YOUR TRUE SELF
Discover Hope, Safety and Certainty
By Jen Froome
In my mid-twenties, I began to feel more light and free and I felt deep within me that there was
hope for me and I realised that I had a level of safety and certainty within me that meant I could
go deeper to truly understand myself and others.
In my twenties, I was still employed but when I was twenty-nine, I got another powerful
reminder that life is short.
One dark night on the way home from a night in Perth a speeding drunk driver ran a stop sign and slammed into the side
of my car propelling me, and my car, into a couple of 360 degree circles then rear ending a lamp post. I do not know how
I survived, but I did. Interestingly, directly behind me was a tow truck, a police car and an ambulance. Bizarre!
Given other circumstances, I could easily have been dead. I had severe whiplash and was extremely shaken and shocked
but, for whatever reason, I survived.
I was reminded again, that life is short and I knew that I was not really playing my best game but there just had to be more
to life than being on the same cycle. I then took a long hard look at myself from a new angle and I committed to going
deep and uncovering the hidden things in my unconscious that were holding me back.
Learning how your internal programming can sabotage you if you are not aware of it and learning to understand that we
are all living a paradox is tricky to unravel but when it is sorted, there is lots of freedom.
For me, uncovering stuff was a little messy as I sometimes had a
mentor and other times I did not. It took a while and it involved
me inadvertently travelling around Australia on my own. On that
journey I had the skills and resources to manage my emotions
and thinking so I had certainty, hope and safety locked in. This
assisted me to I overcome my fears and then I went for it.
I finally started doing what my heart wanted. You know what that
dream is like; don’t you? We all know we want to follow our
passion but a lot of us do not even know what that is.
I made a decision, that not many people knew about, that I
would pursue my purpose. I got this decision in my heart and I
knew that I had to do something different to stay on my path. I
helped myself to heal and developed hope, safety and certainty.
I began to focus on my purpose and mission. I looked at all
the connections between the events of my life, what I was
passionate about and what made me inspired and happy. I
found the connection between all these things and from this
place I committed to becoming a transformational expert and
supporter in order to bring about peace, balance and change
in so many people.

www.stepintoyourfuture.com.au
jen@stepintoyourfuture.com.au
Western Australia –– AUSTRALIA
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A TREASURE FOUND WITHIN
Eternal Temples
By Sandra Mattucci
A liturgy of Life. The path I walk resembles eternal temples. I envision sheets of music filled with
endless notes, chords, harmonies playing orchestrated symphonies the likes of Mozart heard
rummaging ‘within.’ We, every living being, is a page of endless pages. We are sheets of music.
This is what the Camino has become in me---my path alive with the sound of music. There is no
rhyme or reason, the crescendos rise slowly descending ‘into’ a gentle silence. Then, ignited like
a flame, the light engulfs each stanza. Have I missed a note? It matters not.
While walking The Way, yellow markers were the ‘notes’ I followed. On a few occasions I inadvertently missed a sign. I
veered off the path, but was I off? Yes, I had to turn back to find myself anew. As I stood examining the landscape in an
effort to find the marked path I would walk, a song reverberated inside me that I had never heard. An unknown lyric would
never have formed had I carefully followed the yellow markers. The extra pages written were a result of new paths
discovered and unseeing encounters beheld. Panic did not overwhelm me. Instead, color seemed imbued in the black
notes, the black lines measured with precision on the white sheet.
Music permeated the air around me wrapping me in its majesty. I was consumed in beauty as it took on the color of every
pilgrim, of horses grazing in the meadows, of farmers plowing the field, every dirt path, every scattered stone, of storks
nestled high upon the steeples of cathedrals, of rivers flowing holding the sky’s reflection, of the soaking rain slogging in
my boots, of hot coffee with steamed milk sliding down the tunnel of my throat warming my insides, of mountains drizzled
with creamy snow melting into landscapes of eternal temples. Every living being a temple singing a song for a lifetime
even if the moment be a minute of solitary unfolding or years of life coming to an end on the actual path named The Way.
If you are not able to hear the song in these words---all is well. This is my song, my heart’s song. I sing it as I write and it
matters not how it is sung. Still, it is everything that matters for it is from me--a me that cannot STOP singing. I sing a timeless ballad. My feet dance as my hands hold onto the dazzling stars.
The liturgy of life I live is not a composition formed by my religious beliefs though they contributed to the orchestration of
my being. Religion is no longer the bell ringing in my heart. The song of each day’s dawning is the musical performance
calling me. I awake to the song birds announcing creation’s purest temple. The curtain rises---so does my being as I walk
toward eternal sunsets. The temple’s last light blows itself out while smoke rises and the stars find their way home.
Until September,
Buen Camino

www.onesingledrop.com
sandramattucci@sbcglobal.net
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CREATING YOUR LIFE
Going With the Flow
By Corinna Stoeffl
What does it mean to be in allowance? Are allowance and acceptance two different words for
the same thing? Outwardly, they seem to be the same. Allowance and acceptance are worlds
apart. Perceive the energy of each word. What do you notice?
With acceptance there is a sense of being powerless. How often do we hear: You have to accept the fact that .... (fill in the
blank). It might come from a person who seeks to have power over you.
Being in allowance requires me to make a choice. I may not be able to change anything, yet I am choosing how to deal with
it instead of being at the effect of it.
As much as we do not like the word, acceptance is the stance of a so called doormat. I know, I have been one, despite the
fact that people did not see me that way. I was a doormat. Every time, there was a confrontation or an argument, I would
withdraw, I would leave myself through my backdoor. Today, I am in allowance. I use the tool of asking questions to decide if
I let something slide or if I say something. Any form of NO! is something everyone understands. There is no reason to talk if
the other is unable or unwilling to hear what I have to say.
Being pragmatic, I often look at what is the benefit of something; is there a benefit to acceptance or allowance? Or why would
we choose the one over the other? I am choosing to be in allowance. Why? With allowance, I can let another person have their
view point, despite me having a totally different one, without having the need to either defend my viewpoint or have any
emotion come up. With allowance I can be friends with someone who does not see the world my way, solely based on the fact
that the person is kind or funny. And I can choose to be who I am without having the need of someone else's approval.
If I would operate from acceptance, it would be important to be accepted by the other. In our culture, there is a strong
desire to fit in. This, in turn, means I have to constantly be in judgment if my actions are approved. I become who someone
else wants me to be (see January’s article). Acceptance also means to agree with the more common points of view in
regards to how one behaves, what is right or wrong. The space from which I can choose is fenced in by the parameters I
have accepted from others. I have very limited choice. Those choices usually do not include what is working for me since
then I would not be in acceptance.
I have lived much of my life catering to the
expectations of others . It is more fun to be
around people who live life on their terms. They
pique my curiosity. They show me what I might
not yet have considered.

www.beinginawareness.com
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WHEN CHANGE KNOCKS
Who’s Driving Your Bus?
By Patricia M. Kelley
Have you experienced repetitive failures or major blocks in work, business or relationships
lately---or over a period of time? And it makes no sense to you? Do you get projects to a
certain point and then “something” happens to derail them? Is there some repetitive pattern in
your life that’s hard to understand? Or maybe you’ve had a great spiritual practice and
everything’s been wonderful until now?
We’re being called to address any issues now that keeps us from fully playing our part in co-creating the new world we
are rapidly moving into. To do this, you may need to look closely at who/what is truly driving your bus—(directing your life
and controlling your happiness). It may be the invisible but powerful 600-pound gorilla in the driver’s seat—taking wrong
turns, slamming on the brakes and crashing into things.
This rogue, life-limiting gorilla is any pattern, old belief, fear, experience or idea deeply buried in your subconscious and/
or energy-body. It’s driving your bus and controlling one or more aspects of your life. It’s in charge of your life or an area
of your life and it’s controlling where you go and how you get there, how you act and respond. It’s in the driver’s seat. It’s
taking your bus—your life—down dead-ends, over rocky roads and on trips you never consciously intended. These old
patterns and beliefs no longer serve your highest good and your purpose—and this is your Spiritual wake-up call to
address them.
And you’re not to blame. We all have beliefs from our past that served us as kids or even as adults in certain situations—
and they will sabotage our lives now if the energetic charge is great enough. These beliefs are as many as there are
people. However, some common ones are: There’s never enough; I’m not good enough; money doesn’t grow on trees; I’ll
never be successful; I’m not lovable; only the rich get richer; and on and on.
The great news is that once you become aware—you can change things, and actually change your life quite quickly. It’s my
belief that we are all being called to clear the powerful energetic charges these deeply held beliefs, patterns and
experiences hold over us. These are the fear-based, limiting, discouraging beliefs and patterns that interfere with our
connection to All That is Good for Us. This negative energy can and does easily negate any positive affirmations. Like
does truly does attract like. And if your subconscious is putting out the energy signals of lack, limitation, failure,
unlovable, and other self-sabotaging vibrations—you can try until the cows come home—and very little will change.
Isn’t it time to boot that overbearing, life-limiting gorilla off your bus and hop back into the driver’s seat? Your Life is
Calling! Give that imaginary beast the boot!

www.Thechangeteacher.com
spiritquakemedia@gmail.com
Washington –– USA
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WHISPERS FROM THE SAND
Circle of Inspiration
By Sue P. Singleton
In order to be inspired one must be inspiring. It sounds kind of contradictory, right? Well, in
fact it is true. Being inspired is a heart, mind, body and soul consciousness. I hear often from
my clients that they just want to be inspired or they lack inspiration. Personally I went through a
period in my life where I was waiting for inspiration to just knock me over like a big gust of
wind. I spent most of my time waiting for inspiration that never came. That was, until I learned this very simple concept
that allowed inspiration to flow with ease and grace. This concept is referred to as the circle of inspiration.
The first part of this concept is to get clear about things or people that inspire you. Make a list. What brings you great
feelings of bliss and peace? For me it is the ocean, picking up sea shells, letting the beach sand run through my fingers
and toes and the sound of ocean waves. Playing the cloud game with my grandson where we look up to the sky and see
what images appear in the clouds, that inspires me. There are many people, teachers and mentors in my life that inspire
me by their words as well as the joy and laughter they bring to my life.
The second part of this concept is to simply immerse yourself in those things that inspire you. Being immersed in the
things that inspire you will bring about a total harmony of the heart and mind which creates a powerful emotional
vibrational recalibration.
The harmony of the heart and mind has an effect that is often overlooked. As this emotional vibrational recalibration takes
place the emotional frequencies that we start to send out are those of gratitude, love, peace and joy. These are the
highest feelings of emotions that we experience and also propels the circle of inspiration. As we are inspired we become
an unconscious soul of inspiration. The inspiration is already within in each of us. It is just waiting to unfold through the
circle of inspiration.
Recent scientific research shows that the human energy field can be measured as far out as five to eight feet from the
body. This is the energy that omits through our emotions. When the scientists were asked if that was the extent of the
human energy field, they answered that five to
eight feet was only how far their instruments could
measure. The human field of energy essentially
could be defined as infinite which also means that
the positive effect the circle of inspiration could
create in this world is astounding.
As the circle of inspiration flows imagine the
infinite love, the infinite gratitude, and the infinite
peace that you are not only sending out to the
world but all of this being returned to you infinitely.
That my friend, is an Empowerment Evolution.

www.atlanticcorecoaching.com
sue@atlanticcorecoaching.com
North Carolina –– USA
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There was a vision given unto you from the beginning ...
It is up to each of us to wake up and remember everything that
was written within our hearts for the end of our run ––
and then do that which we know to do ... STARTING TODAY!
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine

www.SibylMagazine.com
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GODDESS TEMPLES OF GOLDEN LIGHT
Universal Love Energy
By Linda Jarrett
The knowledge of the universe is already within you, have you ever thought of that? We are
given this knowledge at birth, once we do inner work on ourselves our light shines through much
more clearly. Set your goals and dream big, have no fear just be careful what you ask for, you
need to be clear and positive that this is what you want. Look wait and listen to all those little
signs around you, the universe is amazing and will give you just what you want and at the right time.
How do you do this? Trust, Accept and Surrender, its easy, just get your little self out of the way and see the bigger picture,
connect with mother earth through meditation or contemplation or taking a walk in nature. Connect with our loving
universe, feel our planet earth, the oceans, nature, the mountains, the stars, then you will be inspired. There is enough
universal love energy for everyone on our planet earth. Ask and you will receive, just tell the universe what you need or want
or wish for and why and watch doors open for you. Be open to sometimes unexpected opportunities, the universe can be
surprising! So expect the unexpected!
Humanity and you can be absolutely amazing, don’t dream your life, live your dream. Life is too short to be any other way,
live Now for today, and take each step as it comes. Open yourself up to infinite possibilities, as nothing is impossible, all you
need is to get your head around being magnificent.
We are spiritual beings blessed with wisdom, intelligence, and abundance, we just need to tap into the knowledge of who
we are.
The universe will respond to your positivity and help direct you towards your dream, so enjoy the journey. Mix with positive
people that strive to be successful, but in a different way to yourself, we are all breathing in the same air so why not help
each other succeed, lets work together in unity and harmony.
Believe in yourself, acknowledge your magnificence of who your are, step into your beauty and grace. You can do and
create whatever you wish for, remember who you are a being of pure infinite light ultimately, living your life here on earth to
the best of your ability, so realise your inner potential. Be it, feel it, know it, be strong in your belief and power of loving
kindness and compassion towards yourself. You can connect through meditation and your sleeptime with the 144 Goddess
Temples of Golden Light that I have channelled that have been placed around the world in the etheric of mother earth. The
temples of goldenlight will help you achieve your goals, they will help you create your abundance, give you clarity, and
show you the way.

www.templeofgoldenlight.co.uk
templeofgoldenlight@gmail.com
England –– UNITED KINGDOM

www.templeofgoldenlight.co.
In life, there’s no greater circumstance than a blank canvas –– allowing us to paint from the reference
of Spirit and Soul. Fear not what you can not see; understand, this is faith and opportunity poised
before you with a gift entitled, “You Can Start All Over Again!”. ~ Sibyl English
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FULFILL YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE
The Balance of Feminine and Masculine
By Conny Jasper
I grew up surrounded by a lot of imbalance, and I was especially influenced by many
stereotypical beliefs about female and male behaviors. Most media images of women were
concerned with attractiveness, physical accoutrements, sexual appeal, and dependence on men.
There were some other types of role models, but the overall social expectation of women was not
in strength, intelligence, or achievement. On the other hand, men were expected to be tough
and in control. As a child, I accepted this view.
These social models have been part of our culture for a long time and continue to have an impact on us. Throughout my
youth and into young adulthood, I struggled with the desire to follow social norms and the desire to just be my true self.
It was often an awkward juggling act for me, and at times I was judged for my inability to “get it right.” This pull between
the forces of the outer world and the forces of my personal inner world had a negative effect on my mental and
emotional well-being.
Many times we hear others saying, “Just be yourself.” But what does that really mean? And do they actually want you to “be
yourself”? I used to wonder how I could be myself and still be socially accepted. When I tried to be something other than
my genuine self, I felt uncomfortable. Not being yourself is like wearing your shoes on the wrong feet. You can do it, but it is
not balanced or healthy. In order to be your authentic self, you have to be comfortable with who you are.
The roles we are expected to fulfill and perform do not always fit like a good pair of shoes. But sometimes they have to be
worn for a while to understand why they are not suitable. By trying things out, I learned what I like and do not like and what
is right or not right for me. In the process, I have developed a strong sense of personal confidence. It is that feeling of inner
stability that lets you be who you really are and be satisfied with yourself in the world.
Although I have seen many changes occur over the past decades, women and men are still impelled to follow stereotypical
functions. This force is often more subtle now and
not as strong and overt as it once was. Our choices
have broadened, but our collective minds have not
completely opened. The shift is occurring slowly
and painfully.
It is up to us as individuals to know and accept
ourselves and follow our own instincts. Every
person has the power to be a full expression of their
own design. Our bodies are structured a certain
way, but we contain both feminine and masculine
energies. Balance can be created through
conscious decision making and consistent practice.

www.connyjasper.wordpress.com

www.connyjasper.wordpress.com
connyjasper@earthlink.net
New Jersey –– USA

Remembering who you are is essential to the Path you choose.
Sit silently, still … calmly inside the center of your soul. Listen to that still and distant voice
whispering the prayers of ancient times and sacred spaces. Soon and very soon Love will enter ––
ushering in the dynamics of prismatic Light you’ve been yearning.
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine
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THE POWER OF TRANSFORMATION
Embracing Our Natural Beauty
By Judy Browne
Let's be honest we all want to stay and look forever young! Yes, society has placed us all in a
glass bowl of the beauty and age misconception. I hear you agreeing with me. It starts when we
are young and continues until we realise age is just a number and let's get over it! Social media
has set the pace whether young or older to look amazingly youthful and this brings with it stress
and often depression. So what's it all about? Aging starts almost immediately from birth. The
theory behind aging turns to genetic programming, the endocrine theory where the hormones and body clock controls our
aging process and our internal DNA process.
My own personal experience goes back to when I was almost a teenager. I was quickly becoming aware of my appearance
and those around me. I decided at this age I was going to cherish my skin and look after what I had been given. As I write
now I feel into my own conviction for myself to be the best version I could be at this time but there was a sense of real
pressure. Being young and not knowing our inner beauty can be crushing for a teenager.
So we all know aging is inevitable to the outcome but our mind is the biggest influencer and we start thinking we are not
enough. The first step is to let go of your age number and the need to look into the mirror for self-validation this will only
close your heart and the mind will take you into illusion once again.
When we let go of the need to be a certain way we align to our authentic self. New levels of confidence emerge and your
loving energy that is held deeply within you starts to shine once again this is a celebration when you feel this shift!
Let's take this a step further?
A positive mind set takes
commitment but the rewards show us it's all worth it. My work has
revealed to me we can slow the aging process by releasing the
subconscious and genetic programming and flip the switch back
to rejuvenation.
Meditation and yoga are perfect activities to start reversing the
aging process. Both create more energy flow and flexibility
creating deep relaxation while letting go of tension. When you
connect you learn the art of loving through your own eyes. Often
confidence and a high level of self- worth are best friends, running
hand in hand to guide you in life to shine your brightest. Loving
yourself, appreciating yourself - even if you've never been taught
how - is possible!
Feeling radiant and beautiful from your core comes from a place
of being confident and secure within you and how beautiful you
are. As women when we are happy and connected and owning
our self-love our beauty shines inside and out then reflects out to
others making you magnetic. Align and Celebrate your Forever
Young with me!

www.judyannebrowne.com
info@judyannebrowne.com
Melbourne –– AUSTRALIA

www.judyannebrowne.co
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ANCIENT WISDOM 4 NOW!
Guardian Angels, Miracles or Both?
By Marliee Snyder-Nieciak
What do you believe? Are Miracles and Guardian Angels Real? Do they exist? I believe, feel and
know that answer is a definitive YES!
In Spanish the word for Miracles is Milagros. I have a series of Milagros to share with you! What
allows Miracles to happen? I believe it is our Faith, Gratitude and Service for the Highest and Best
Good of All.
What are my Miracles you ask? They are incidents with cars and $$$$$$. Yes, money that I did not have!
The movie La La Land was playing at our local library at two o’clock in the afternoon on June 30th to start the holiday
weekend. I was stopped at a light at a major intersection, when the light changed to green I proceeded forward Looking
around for the “hot rod”. The hot rod was me! I was embarrassed and a little mortified.
My friend was waiting and we agreed to watch the movie. She followed me to my regular Ford service center to give me a
ride home. I called ahead to make sure that I enough time to get in. Unbeknown to me the Castle Auto Group out of Illinois
had taken over. I left my car with my regular service lady now with the Castle Group.
On Saturday morning about 11, I called to see what was going on as I had heard nothing. In this case No News was NOT
Good News. She gave me a “parts only” quote of $2055.56! That did not include two hours of Labor at $190.00 per hour!!!!!
I was outraged!
The service desk suggested that they take my car across the street to Midas with their diagnostics. Then Jesse from Midas
called. He too was outraged with the Castle quote. He repaired the car on July 3 after parts arrived from Detroit. His quote
for labor, parts and sales tax was $659.38 that included a custom made sleeve for the muffler pipe. I received 0% interest for
6 months.
Jesse showed me parts kits that cost him $2.50 each that he included. I was being charged $47.30 each for four kits. Castle
was going to charge me $1055.00 for a catalytic converter that I did not need. Castle tried to scam me and it turned into a
Benefit for me.
Low tire pressure showed on my dash. Midas checked and corrected it for me at No Charge!
A Guardian Angel?
On July 5 after getting my car back another incident occurred. Another friend came over in her brand new car. She and my
dog were having a love fest in my car. I could not
see. I backed into the driver’s side bumper
leaving a dinner plate size dent. I was tired,
hungry and really upset so we went; we ate,
relaxed and enjoyed each other’s company.
When we got to my home the dent was gone with
only a hairline scratch left! A Miracle?

www.marileeasnyder.com

www.marileeasnyder.com
marilee.s.nieciak@gmail.com
Indiana –– USA
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FINDING FLOW
Finding Flow in Our Chemical Soup
By Mandy Agnew
As I lie in my twisted yoga pose surrendering to the floor, surrendering to gravity and
surrendering to deep relaxation, I can almost hear my body’s sigh of relief. It has been a very
busy week, which included times of stress with adrenaline and cortisol pumping through my
veins. These are the hormones our body releases to help us get through those crazy times,
“Thanks body, you’ve served me well but now let’s changes my biochemistry please, you know we will burn out if we keep
that going for too long.”
As I relax my body’s chemical soup begins to change. I listen to my yoga teachers voice as she reports back to us some
finding from the Happiness and Wellbeing Conference recently held in Australia. She explains that there are 4 activities that
allow our bodies to enjoy the feel good hormones of oxytocin and dopamine. Two of them are experienced only by woman
during breast-feeding and childbirth. The third experience is sex, ok let’s say good sex. It was the 4th that I had not heard of
and was captured by. Our body produces dopamine and oxytocin during the act of KINDNESS. “Awhh, how cool is that!”
We always knew kindness felt good and now we have deepened our understanding. I love that our bodies are hard wired to
make YOU feel good when you’re acting in kindness in order to make ANOTHER feel good. That’s a great design feature.
“Thanks Body!”
And now it’s time to move yoga position, it’s Yin Yoga today, which means slow movement and expended pose pauses. As I
breathe into this new position of tilted hips and elevated legs I image the calming hormone serotonin being naturally
triggered, giving me a sense of well-being, harmony and peacefulness. “Thanks Body”.
Our body is designed to support us through the ups and downs of life. Once we understand it’s amazing nature we can
start to make wise choices to support it so that our system is optimised. In our world that defines success through our ‘bus-iness’ or ‘outputs’, it’s easy to minimize the need for quiet time. This has to change. We must recognise the fundamental
necessity of allowing our body to flip out of the stress (flight and flight) mode and into relaxation (rest and digest) mode.
Don’t worry about this if you don’t plan on sticking around for a long lifetime though!
It feels to me that there is a flow to life and a continual pull forward towards healing and transformation. The process
involves exploring who we are and allowing the un-resourceful aspects of our personalities to be witnessed and healed to
create wholeness.
My learnt behavior is ‘don’t
stop, there is always something that needs doing’
and if you do stop then guilt is the emotion that
arises. A big learning in this lifetime for me is
getting to a point of deep appreciation of
relaxation and slowness.
The flow of life is ever present, our job is to allow it
to take us.
www.corewisdom.com.au
mandy@corewisdom.com.au
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA
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ON THE PATH TO FREEDOM
Forgiveness and Appreciation
By Sue Zbornik
The oceans stay in place. The rain falls. The sun comes up. Throughout my life I’ve been
astonished at this daily dance of nature. I marvel at the resilience of the earth and all her
inhabitants. I appreciate all the blessings that shower down on me in a single day, let alone a
lifetime of days.
One of the blessings I appreciate most these days is the act of kindness I give to myself each morning: ‘I forgive myself’. I
see this as a simple and powerful prayer. A friend gave me a longer version of this prayer several years ago: ‘I forgive myself
for dreaming this dream.’ At the time he was studying A Course in Miracles. Forgiving myself for dreaming this life and
death experience holds amazing power and releases me into greater freedom. For me, it is an opportunity for renewal; a
chance to awaken and transcend. My saying it means I haven’t fully awakened yet – and I can forgive myself for that and get
on with appreciating the moment at hand.
There are moments, days and even weeks I forget these prayers. Then it is easier for me to step out of appreciation. I
complain more and have difficulty connecting with the joy in my heart. I start telling my old stories of abuse, neglect, loss
and lack. I can get stuck there. It may take time for me to move away from those going-nowhere mantras and move back
into forgiveness and appreciation. It is a balancing act. I am learning to forgive myself moment by moment.
Whenever I feel my deepest desires aren’t being fulfilled,
I forgive myself and appreciate the emotional courage I carry with me.
Whenever I am feeling unloved,
I forgive myself and appreciate my connection to spirit.
Whenever I am feeling lack,
I forgive myself and appreciate my loving heart.
Whenever I am feeling overwhelmed,
I forgive myself and appreciate my breath.
Whenever it seems (yet another) death will surely break my heart wide open,
I forgive myself and appreciate the release grief brings during moments of loss.
Whenever frustration and self-hate is about to over-whelm me,
I forgive myself and appreciate the compassionate smile of a friend that greets me, wordlessly, with love, in the mirror.
Whenever I am in despair,
I forgive myself and appreciate the joy I get from playing with my little dog Louie or watching him bounding like a gazelle
through tall grass, or snuggling up to a warm body (human or fur-buddy), or watching children playing in the street, or
seeing my athletic nephews abandoning
themselves to the goal at hand or hearing Elgar’s
Nimrod or Louis Armstrong’s What a Wonderful
World or a hundred other things.
The oceans stay in place. The rain falls. The sun
comes up. Often the simplest things provide the
most solace (forgiveness) and joy (appreciation).
What can you forgive in this moment? What can
you appreciate?

www.findyourhappetite.com
sue@findyourhappetite.com
New South Wales –– AUSTRALIA
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LISTENING TO SELF
No Going Back
By Colleen Mae Minary
It's enlightening, sitting here in my peaceful space, the smell of the flowers, the birds singing in
the background, and sun on my face. I feel grateful for the little things in life. By slowing down
and letting go of the fast pace l am becoming whole. Yes, in the physical world we do need
money and we need to have a home, a place to just be, to gain clarity and compassion for self
and others.
I find the more material items I get rid of, the more spiritual love comes to me. The more I listen the more my guides give
me. I am a healer, just as everyone else is. I am no greater or no less than anyone, we all have the healing abilities. The light
that lives in all of us shines brightly if you let it. All one has to do is listen to your higher self. It is very hard not to turn one's
life around once you have opened up to the many signs Spirit sends your way. They want us to know they are there with us
guiding us. Once I looked outside my comfort zone and understood this my life truly began.
I have had such a problem with letting go of the conditioning I went through growing into myself. The burden of not fitting
in throughout my childhood and teenage years was debilitating. I had to realize that I was not that burden, I was not the pain
others had shoved at me daily. I was the strength that came from the suffering and when I began to understand what it
meant to rid my soul of this misconception, I found peace in myself and my surroundings. Not from all the mainstream
knowledge or learning from parents and teachers but a sixth sense, an intuition, a knowing that if you believe in self and
your abilities your life changes very quickly. If you can quiet your mind and listen you have every answer to every question
you have ever asked. Quietening of the mind, letting go of control has helped me grow into my true self.
I walk forward in my life with confidence, clarity, and peace of mind. I understand the steps I need to take to heal the trauma
in this life and in all my past lives. There are no struggles if you believe there are none, it seems to be that simple. If one
dwells on their misfortune then misfortune will follow. If one focuses on the beauty all life has to offer, then beauty in the
world will be what surrounds them. Relationships with family and friends will improve. The blocks or walls put up are no
longer stopping me from believing I am more than just this physical body. There is no going back now, I have gained clarity
knowing my loving energetic self.

www.thecrystalladycreations.com
Colleenmaemin61@hotmail.com
British Columbia –– CANADA
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Wisdom is key on the road to wholeness, healing and happiness! ~ Sibyl English
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ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE
Go Your Own Way
By Donna Tobey
I love how each and every one of us is different, just like snowflakes, no two alike. We are
each “characters” in our own right, a culmination of life experiences and choices we have
made. Recently I have been in a group setting where there was discussion of someone’s
behavior not being normal. People were weighing in about what was an appropriate and
inappropriate response to a certain situation. I do understand that there expectation set by
society that we all attempt to adhere to, but I sometimes wonder, who is setting the bar? And what right do we have to
decide what’s a normal response to something?
I suppose that is why it is important to live life with a solid foundation, a set of moral codes. Many people have chosen the
Bible as that set of moral codes. Many people. The Word is a good foundation to build upon. With so many different
translations and interpretations of those translations, it can be difficult to understand the real message. Something holy
happens when you decide to embark on exploration in the Bible. I believe an anointing of the Holy Spirit descends upon
you and works with you as you discern the message and the answers you are seeking.
Holy Spirit is a living energy that guides every aspect of LIFE. It works with us and when we ask for guidance, we receive
answers. Each of us is here to fill a destiny that is only ours. And while we may be unhappy about some life situations that
can arise, we will gain peace if we can accept that there is a reason for all of it. Some fulfillment that we may not yet
understand but in time will come to be aware of and actually be grateful that a Higher power knew best.
As you go your own way following the guidance of the Holy Spirit by being true to what your heart says, you will uncover
many blessings. Some of these blessings completely hidden amongst the circumstances you were living. I always ask Holy
Spirit to reveal the concealed. What am I missing? What blinds me? How come I couldn’t see it then but I see it now? I am
always grateful when I can see that which was hidden. It means I have grown, it means I am ready for what’s to come next.
Remind yourself when you are tempted to criticize or condemn another for their behaviors or their decisions. Everything
happens for a reason. There is an anointing on their life, as there is on yours. Continue to ask what you need to know and
understand about the anointing on YOUR life. Allow others to do the same. We are really all very connected by the Grace
of God who gifts us with the blessing of this Holy
Spirit. If we allow, Holy Spirit is and always will
be, our greatest teacher.

www.ygpowerbaby.com
ugotpowerbaby@gmail.com
New Hampshire—USA
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SPEAK YOUR TRUTH – SHARE YOUR JOURNEY – BE A PART OF WORLD HEALING
The road toward manifesting your healing, validating yourself and finding your own personal truth is what
DOING THE WORK is all about! –– Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
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AWAKENING FROM THE WOUNDED CHILD
Inner Peace is Always Present
By Radavie
If inner peace is always present why do we not feel peaceful all the time? The short answer is
because our busy mind is veiling the peace that is our true nature. The mind is a circular activity that
consciously and unconsciously lives in the past and worries about the future. The mind is in a
constant state of flux, striving and never arriving: it’s always searching for a moment in time that is
better than the present moment. The mind is like a hamster on a wheel … lots or motion, yet going nowhere. The difference is
the hamster enjoys the ride. We suffer.
The futile search for inner peace
The greatest addiction is the addiction to thinking. For the constantly striving mind – except for fleeting moments of satisfaction
– peace is a hoped-for and yet an illusive future event.
So, what do we do? We go on vacation or go camping hoping to find relief. But the mind comes with us. Addiction to drugs,
food, sex, TV, cellphones, internet, etc., is a deep desire to find relief and get off the hamster wheel. Ironically, these peaceseeking activities only accelerate the mind’s motion and commotion. Yet, we grab on to many distractions because they bring
temporary relief, while deep inside, we know that all these activities never bring lasting peace.
This is the cause of addiction: we want to make the temporary permanent. What we are really seeking is a vacation from the
mind. Peace cannot be found by placating the relentless mind. Why? Because the hamster wheel mind is the problem
The nature of true peace
Let us take a look at inner peace. No matter how many clouds nor what types of clouds pass by, the sky is never disturbed. Our
true nature is like the sky: it is never disturbed by the passing clouds of thoughts and emotions.
What then is distracting us from living as our true nature? Our true nature has been obscured by human conditioning and
unprocessed traumas. These fuel the mind’s perpetual relief-seeking activities. It is the very seeking that keeps us from finding
the peace that is already here.
There is no way out of the mind by going through the mind. To live from the presence of inner peace is to unveil the unresolved
past. We do not create peace. Instead, the peace that is our true nature, is unveiled and revealed. The body holds layers of
conditioning and emotional imprints. Releasing emotions dissolves stress-inducing thoughts. A peaceful heart replaces mental
anguish and stressful feelings begin to disappear. By surrendering to the unlayering process, the futile search for inner peace
comes to an end.
Before conditioning there was inner peace, a Divine
Heart expressing only love and compassion. As the
clouds dissolve, we experience ourselves as the sky
that we were all along. We return home to the
peace that we are. It’s a return to the home we never
left, except in our mistaken mind.

www.Radavie.net
Radavie01@gmail.com
North Carolina –– USA
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Get Wisdom at Any Cost
Proverbs 4 : 6 - 13 | New International Version

Do not forsake wisdom, and she will protect you;
love her, and she will watch over you.
The beginning of wisdom is this: Get wisdom.
Though it cost all you have, get understanding.
Cherish her, and she will exalt you;
embrace her, and she will honor you.
She will give you a garland to grace your head
and present you with a glorious crown.”
Listen, my son, accept what I say,
and the years of your life will be many.
I instruct you in the way of wisdom
and lead you along straight paths.
When you walk, your steps will not be hampered;
when you run, you will not stumble.
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EMERGE
Out of the Heart
By Sandra Cerda
Upon reading a post from a very irate, antagonistic individual recently I thought to myself,
'what an angry, empty person; how lonely he must be.' His antagonism was targeted against
anything trustworthy, praiseworthy and most especially God or Christ focused. It forced me to
tune into his words and try to understand where all this ugliness was coming from. His usage
of words was intellectual; his means of expression were effective, but at the end of all his staunch criticism I was left
void and without purpose to all his ranting. I read the back and forth dialogue another individual was attempting to
hold with him, and could not help but want him to ‘stop trying’; reading the efforts of the writer to communicate with
this walled in, defensive, one-sided, self-righteous individual was exhausting. There was such hardness in his words
and tone. You could feel the hate.
There is so much disappointment in our world. Anger, bitterness and all sorts of deep-seated hate for anything good is
surfacing with added boldness, all around. All anyone has to do anymore is watch news reports from around the world,
to realize it's not around the world anymore; it's next door! It's in the shopping strip where our car is parked. You will
find it in the grocery aisle, or any other number of public places. Places that were once deemed safe, are now full of
evil intentions waiting for prime opportunities. Not only are schools and daycare centers not nearly as safe as we hope
them to be, as of the last few days, neither are our homes in multiple cases. Domestic crimes have not failed to
increase in consistency or in horrific detail, and the most shocking of all is the youthfulness of the aggressors, and the
victims. A fellow citizen is guilty of shooting an eight-month-old baby boy, held in his father’s arms.
It is clearly understandable how some could become paranoid and even begin to live more isolated lives, but that is
not God's intention. How do people of God continue to walk in an urgency for soul-winning, and attitude of
unconditional love with so much bitter hate dangerously becoming increasingly expressed? Surely, it cannot possibly
be the will of God to deliberately place our lives in grave danger, to win some to the knowledge of Christ's love. Is
prayer enough?
Our world is made up of many hurting people, who have yet to know God's healing goodness. I for one am grateful
that the Lord has turned my own bitterness into something useful in winning people over, peacefully. I’m sure prayers,
along with mine will go out to the young man, (kp)
whose heart is currently hardened and cold. I can hardly
wait to hear, one day how he too, came to the saving
knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ; how his heart was
won over by love; persistent and relentless love, and
God loving people who would never give up on him!

www.cerdaministries.org
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UNCOVERING YOUR TRUTH
Life Regrets - What It’s Cost You?
By Bernie Giggins
Did you know that holding onto past negative unresolved experiences and suppressing the
emotions, is the major cause of all health problems in the world today, suicide and cancer
being the worst? Living with regret, guilt and shame is the biggest cause of people living
unfulfilled, unhealthy lives which they take to their deathbeds. You've heard the saying "It's not
what you have done in your life, it's what you haven’t done, which you regret the most, usually on your death bed"
What have you regretted not saying, doing, completing or becoming in your life so far? Were you ever told or heard to
'get over it', 'don't tell anyone', 'time will heal all', 'toughen up', or that 'you weren't pretty enough, clever enough, good
enough', 'you get what you deserve', 'you're not worthy', 'you don't have the guts to', 'what will others think?' Or you
weren't heard when you said "NO!" These were all words, feelings given physically, emotionally or mentally, which you
experienced and witnessed several times to make it become your truthful meaning of life. This negative memory became
a core belief, about how the world should treat you, and then it became a vow in your mind that you must keep repeating
until you learn the lesson or change the magnetic imprint of attraction still seeking you out.
No matter what you do, learn or change as you get older, this past memory, belief, still haunts your mind and you cannot
stop it. Maybe you regret and still hold onto... ‘Not saying what you needed to say before someone left or died? Felt
guilty or ashamed? Made a huge mistake in the past and unable to forget or let go of? Maybe you cannot live up to
others people’s expectations? Have been bullied or abused? These are a few of the issues clients have cleared within
personal sessions, giving them another chance to live life to their highest potential.
Using time travel and deep relaxed meditative techniques, I
guide you to connect to your Soul and then Journey directly
back to a memory. One that is still deeply embedded in your
sub-conscious (past), still replaying the same negative message
in your mind and attracting the same negative outcome. ‘If you
do what you’ve always done, you’ll get what you’ve always got!’
Now is the time to bridge the gap from the present to the past
and release all.
Within the session, negative suppressed emotions are lifted,
erased, replaced and recharged with hope and inspiration for a
positive, confident, abundant future, one that you were born to
live. After completion of the sessions, those Life Regrets and
what it has cost you, change energetically so now you get to
receive what you missed out on, what was invisible to you in the
past, and make up for lost time. I am waiting to connect with you
and assist you back onto your Soul path, talk soon?

www.innerchildharmonycoaching.com.au
bernie@innerchildharmonycoaching.gmail.com
Queensland –– AUSTRALIA

www.innerchildharmonycoaching.com.a
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INTUITIVELY WALKING THE MYSTIC SHAMAN PATHWAY
Heart Connections with the Land
By Lynn Solang Smith
In shamanic spiritual pathway work, we consciously deepen and broaden our understanding
and living experience of the inter-connectedness of all life. Going deep within ourselves we
meet with benevolent Beings and energies who help us to connect with, understand and respect
the magick of Creation. We come to understand that the Creator is within all: an eternal, integral
aspect of our core being.
The more we develop our connections to Spirit, Mother Earth and All our relations, the more we receive practical wisdom,
clarity and guidance. This is the experiential shamanic principle of reciprocity which Indigenous peoples have always
understood, honoured, respected and worked with. The Mayan say ‘in Lak’ech’ - meaning ‘I am another one of you’; in
Sanskrit, ‘Namaste’ loosely means ‘I see the whole universe in you and in me’, whilst Salish peoples use the word
“skalatitude’: “When people and nature are in perfect harmony, then magic and beauty are everywhere” exemplify this.
To help you develop your connection to the benevolent Spirit of the Earth where you live, I’d like to share with you today a
simple meditative shamanic journey to meet and connect with that sacred Earth BEing where you live, enabling you to
discover the energies of the land and how these can help you to live more harmoniously upon the Earth.
To align with the Spirit of the Land, designate a time to undertake a shamanic journey within your sacred inner garden
[located in your high heart chakra], with the intent to meet and work with the Spirit of the Land where you live. In this
journey you invite the benevolent elemental spirits of nature to be your guides, assisting you to become attuned
harmoniously to the natural laws and cycles of life.
Prior to the journey, smudge yourself and ask your guides and guardians to be with you. Light a candle to symbolise the
sacred eternal flame within all Creation. You may like to use background music which gently expands your consciousness
while holding the heart intention to meet the Spirit of the Land.
Begin by breathing gently and deeply to ground and centre yourself. Allow yourself to drop deeper into your core heart
space. When you feel a shift in your energy awareness, ask the Spirit of the Land how you can live in alignment and
harmony with nature. Ask for sustainable, simple ways to enrich & improve your life.
The Spirit of the Land will reveal itself to you in some way, and show you how to be in alignment with it, via simple, easy
things that will help you to manifest a more harmonious peaceful life. This will deepen your connection to the inherent
magick all around you. Come back to the present when you’ve received your messages and thank the Spirit of the Land.
Following the Spirit’s guidance each day will bring
you into harmony with where you live, you will feel
‘grounded’ in the Now, and enabled to live and
work in more conscious and enriching ways.
May your path be blessed
Lynn Solang Smith

www.rainbowlabyrinth.com
lynnasmith2002@hotmail.com
Queensland –– AUSTRALIA

www.rainbowlabyrinth.co
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SOUL-LIFE™ PERSPECTIVE FOR EVERYDAY PEOPLE
Regression: The Psychology f the Future
By Toni Reilly
Regression is a non-invasive healing approach, which inadvertently emphasises self-awareness
as a means to powerful recovery. We are taking responsibility for ourselves by investigating our
circumstances, traits, challenges and strengths. This is how we evolve into confident, content
individuals.
When I began Regressing my clients always centred around past life exploration. However over the years I have witnessed a
shift to other areas, not just memories of human incarnations. The variations are glimpses into the future, recall earlier in
current life or even a visit to the in-between phase. Sometimes a passed over loved one would communicate with clients,
producing a powerful and potent natural medicine elicited from pure energy. No drugs, no experts, no prior experience.
Residue from past life memories can create issues in current life. Fear of drowning for example may exist due to drowning
in a previous lifetime. Claustrophobia or anxiety may occur now, because of past suffocation. We may carry weight now
due to starvation or mistreatment in a past life. Struggling to speak in front of others may be the symptom of being
ridiculed or persecuted for stating your beliefs. Feeling unnoticed, disempowered or victimised and many other issues
can originate from incidents in previous lifetimes.
This simple natural process facilitates communication with our Soul. Here there are answers to every question we are
curious about. Regression assists the discovery of information to free ourselves from emotional, physical and mental
symptoms by empowering our personal capacity.
Regression refers to recalling memories stored in the subconscious
by the higher self, which I believe is our soul. The subconscious
records and files all our soul memories. Our soul is the omnipresent
part of us, present through every incarnation. Our bodies come and
go, they are temporary where soul energy is eternal.
Why delve? Recalling memories is not about dredging up the
past, they actually hold profound knowledge of core experiences.
Through recall, it is possible to relieve or heal physical symptoms
which western medicine has no explanation for or has been
unable to cure. When searching for the cause, it may lie in a past
life or earlier in current life. This sets the starting point to unravel
what we do and why, in relation to behaviours, fears, phobias and
patterns in relationships that can plague our lives.
Knowing that we chose to come brings relief and helps us to
identify as volunteers willingly participating, rather than as a
helpless victim. The process – where the person remembers the
situation - is far more effective in eliminating the symptom than
being told about it by someone else. Catharsis or reviewing
the memory at the core event is how healing occurs.
The last thing regression intends is for us to berate ourselves
for any previous incarnation. By acquiring insight of who we
have been and what we have experienced in the past
empowers us to use that knowledge and comprehend aspects
of the person we are today.
www.tonireilly.com.au
toni@tonireilly.com.au
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA
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Who We Are

Our highest hope is for each and every woman to awaken and then choose to remember!
As you are now reading this message of Love and Light, we welcome you to
take pause and feel the cosmically feminine nature of Sibella Circle International.
Intentionally woven, the creation of this wisdom-oriented, woman-centric
publishing house is designed to showcase and amplify the storyline of WOMAN.
Hence, we implore you to choose rightly as you enter inside this sacred space ––
Walk gently, speak softly and act kindly toward each woman writer as she so graciously
pens the music of her life-song for the continued healing of herself and others.
For who among us dare to know what measure or within what chamber of darkness
she was marred in heart, weakened in faith, drawn to her knees or set aflame
by the inspiration of Joy that came at the break of dawn!
Each woman writer within this Sibyl Magazine pours from an inner Source ––
a well of true Love and Light.
A woman can only share the complexity of her journey when she has traveled through
the dark seas of Sophia (Wisdom), and then risen to foresightful clarity of the Sibyl (Truth).
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibella Publications

Welcome to Sibella Publications
SIBELLA CIRCLE INTERNATIONAL
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THE JOURNEY OF SELF LOVE
Love Your Life
By Cheri Ann Revill
Connecting with yourself is a critical part of learning to love yourself, but being able to
connect with our daily lives and being present in the moment is also a very important aspect.
Loving yourself is forever being present in the moment and listening to your needs, your
bodies needs and enjoying this experience you have been given. Being present and enjoying
the little things that are going on around you keeps you grounded in the moment, to loving yourself and the life you lead.
Connecting with the earth and enjoying the sun on your skin, the wind in your hair, the rain trickling down the window
pane, the beauty in nature all helps bring balance and release, to the hectic lives we all have. It brings a sense of peace, a
calm to the body, mind and soul, so that we may continue to move forward without losing who we are.
Finding what is really important to you, family, friends, serenity, joy, love, these all create memories that will never be taken
from our psyche. Where as the material things we gather throughout our lives we cannot take with us after we leave this
life nor can it replace the love and joy we feel when we are with the people we love and the love we feel for ourselves!
Looking forward to every day is so important, going out and moving around in the space, enjoying our bodies, nature,
other beings that surround us can change the emotion within us and lift us up to a higher state of being. From there we
can move through out our day, week, month and/or year, enjoying every moment that comes along and those curve balls
that life throws at us from time to time, may not overwhelm us as they may once have. A solution may even come forth if
we sit and enjoy the present moment, listening to our own knowing and trusting in ourselves.
Meditation helps with this 5, 10 or 20 minutes a day helps centre ourselves, keeps us focused in the present. There are
many different forms of meditation but I find the easiest one for me is deep breathing. Closing your eyes, start to slow
down your breathing and then breathe in deep to the count of ten and then release to the count of ten increasing the
count with each breath.
I have found this helps settle the constant ramble of my thoughts, I feel more connected with my body and more aware of
what is going on around me when I open my eyes. It seems the world slows down and all the issues I thought I had, are no
longer a problem and they seem to solve
themselves.
There is nothing you can do about the past nor
the future, most things are out of our control, we
just have to believe that everything will turn out
way better than we could ever imagine and leave
the rest up to the universe!

www.Happinesswithease.com

www.Happinesswithease.com
cheri@happinesswithease.com
Queensland –– AUSTRALIA

May we continue in the forward movement of personal self-development ––
remaining aware and awake to the evolutionary process of love and peace inside our heart and in the world.
~ Sibyl English
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BE YOUR OWN CHANGE AGENT
When the Universe Calls
By Karel Hadacek
There are times when analyzing all the pros and cons don’t give you the right answer. Sometimes,
you lack the “right” answer, and yet you must do something. Standing still just doesn’t get you
where you need to go. Logic only gets you so far. We can analyze things thoroughly, research
forever, and consult with experts. But the decision isn’t finished until we check our intuition, too.
Many years ago, I needed to move jobs. I loved the job I had and wanted to do something similar elsewhere after the
company I worked for closed down, but I really needed more qualifications to move industries. I felt like I needed to go back
to school and get a graduate degree but wasn’t sure which degree would support me best? School sounded good, but was I
ready for all that work?
Every night before going to sleep, I asked the universe what I needed to do. As a single mother of three, getting no child
support, what job would allow me to support us using a skill that I was good at and enjoyed? I woke every morning thinking,
“Huh. I don’t want to go to law school. I’ll try again tonight.” After three months, I gave up, realizing that was it.
Logic said that I was nuts to go to law school while working full time and raising three children. But I trusted my intuition and it
felt right, so I did it. I got accepted into law school and got my J.D. It was hard, I’m not lying. It was exhausting, challenging,
and exhilarating. But I believed in my need to take care of my family and my ability to do so. While attending law school, I met
the man who later became my husband. I had no time to date, but since we worked together, we got to know each other in
that context.
By the time I graduated law school, I was a married mother of four. It was an intense and exciting time of life. It made no
sense, but it absolutely worked. The second year of school, I met my current husband. He was the only one to believe in me,
but his faith was strong. When I became pregnant a year after we were married, I pulled back to part-time school, but I still
worked full-time. My husband had a great relationship with all four children, and I trusted him to take care of them while I was
in school. I got my degree and passed the bar exam the first time; the kids were fine, too. Everything worked out.
Somehow, the universe had my back. I heard its
invitation, and I answered, “Yes.” It was a huge risk.
There were many cons and only one pro. But I felt
the invisible support that was there for me. I
believed in myself, and I believed in my intuitive
knowing that this was the right thing to do. Logic
isn’t everything.

www.EmbersofLight.com
kdkhadacek@pobox.com
Colorado –– USA

www.EmbersofLight.com
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LIVING AND LEADING A HEART INTUITIVE LIFE
Forgiveness Fire
By Lisa A. Clayton
With the current world events and unpredictable happenings, life keeps presenting waves of
opportunities for forgiveness to take on a new energy and light. Recently in a meditative heartintuitive session, the energy of “Forgiveness Fire” kept coming up as a visual for my client and
myself to initiate. It was a fascinating visual and as the session continued, it became apparent
that Forgiveness Fire was necessary for us to ignite in our intuitive hearts to remove the old layers of resentments and
angers that are held in our memory and get deeply embedded in our psyches.
Psychologists generally define forgiveness as a conscious, deliberate decision to release feelings of resentment or vengeance
toward a person or group who has harmed you, regardless of whether they actually deserve your forgiveness. This is not an
easy accomplishment when cellular memories run deep and are resistant to releasing these memories. We have a very active
amygdala gland in our brain that not only processes emotions but stores them for easily triggering a memory or reminder of a
hurtful situation when it presents itself. Our heart wounds caused by betrayal, disappointment and anger we experienced
during situations or relationships in our lives, tend to get reopened for unforgiveness to surface and be present.
Forgiveness Fire can serve as a consistent practice for our hearts to help extinguish negative emotions when they arise.
Unforgiveness pain stops you from living a life of unlimited joy, happiness and love. When we hold unforgiveness in our
hearts, we invite more bitterness, resentment and a hidden anger that often takes us by surprise when an emotional
memory is triggered.
My heart mission is focused upon working and communicating with Angels daily. I call upon Archangel Jophiel to help
release negative feelings of the past and to let go of the substance of pain. Jophiel is considered the Holy Liberator;
helping us in activating forgiveness and letting go of old patterns so we feel more joy and liberation in our lives. Liberation
is the soul’s calling to action that Jophiel assists in guiding us.
I visualize Jophiel lighting Forgiveness Fire in my heart and burning away any excessive accumulation of unforgiveness and
the negative feelings associated with it. When I experience Forgiveness Fire burning through my heart, I see negative
feelings or reactions to all inappropriate behaviors or situations, evaporating to the heavens in gentle waves of smoke and
initiating a new found freedom.
After Jophiel’s guidance and connection to the powerful Forgiveness Fire, I imagine seedlings of joy, happiness, peace,
love and compassion sprouting up in the new
fertile landscape now present in my heart.
Forgiveness becomes the sweet, healing salve;
closing both old and new wounds that were still
bleeding with unforgiveness.
Forgiveness Fire can serve as a powerful
technique for our hearts. As beautifully gifted
through a meditation by the Angels and
facilitated by Archangel Jophiel, it reminds us
that we can activate new forgiveness energy with
help from above and by our heart’s own
liberation desires.

www.lisaaclayton.com
Lisa@sourcepotential.com
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“When you’ve done the very best that you know to do … Stop. Breathe deeply. Say a Prayer and keep the faith!”
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~ Sibyl English
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LIFE IS ABOUT OUR TRANSITIONS
Talking About Death Will Never Be Easy
By Melinda Chichester
Death is inevitable. Talking about death will never be easy, but it is increasingly necessary.
Discussing death is a reflection not on dying but on living life. It is also a subject that is almost
universally avoided when we communicate with our loved ones. In order to reach a point in our
society where death becomes a “household word”, we must begin to have normal, ordinary
conversations about all things related to death and dying. But this is a difficult task for most of us because we’ve never been
taught how to talk about death.
Talking about a loved one’s impending death is frightening and difficult, which leads many to put it off until later. Unfortunately,
we cannot always predict what “later” will be. Although discussing death can initially be threatening, you would likely want to
understand your loved one’s final wishes, so you can carry them out as fully as possible. But how do you approach the subject?
We live in a death-phobic, death-avoidant culture. There is a scarcity of authentic conversation about death in our society.
As an End-of-Life Doula, I wanted to begin an early conversation around palliative care with my mother and father. It was a
quiet weekday morning and while sitting around the breakfast table drinking our coffee, I began asking them questions about
their goals and advanced care planning. I wanted to encourage an open dialogue about dying, preparing for death, death
itself and what happens after death. The conversation started out innocently, but then quickly became awkward. My mother’s
tone became a bit harsher, her answers crisp and guarded. Then came the outburst from Mom, “You are making it sound like
we have one foot in the grave.” I quickly realized this was not going to be an easy conversation about end of life matters.
The finality and uncertainty that surrounds death can be
frightening. Most of us attempt to put it out of our minds and go to
great length to avoid the subject. It's not always easy to know how
to talk about dying and there are lots of reasons people avoid this
discussion. Awkwardness, fear, embarrassment, anxiety, pain, grief
and loss causes us to shy away from connecting with those who are
dying and/or grieving. Some people avoid talking about death at
all costs. They think that if they avoid the subject they can avert the
experience. Regardless if we talk about it or not… it is going to
happen to all of us, one day. We don’t know when and we don’t
know how, but none of us is getting out of here alive.
When we are aware that dying is an intricate part of the life
experience, we are better able to accept all parts of our human
experience; through the “soul’s perspective”. When we accept the
process of dying, we truly increase our awareness of living, and
begin to live our lives more completely.

www.HealingTouchTransitions.com
Melinda.chichester@gmail.com
Colorado –– USA

www.HealingTouchTransitions.com
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DIVE INTO SELF-DISCOVERY
Time To Break Your Rules
By Creative Katrina
We all live by a set of spoken and unspoken rules.
Some are created by society, family, or friends, and we grow up doing our best to navigate them.
There’s also a set of internal rules we follow created by our ego as a protection mechanism to
avoid pain and feeling fear. What we don’t always realize is that these rules are performing
double duty, keeping us from our greatest joy and fullest, most authentic self-expression, too.
As we grow and dig deeper into self-discovery, we learn and release what no longer serves our heart, bit by bit. During this
ongoing transformation, there’s an opportunity to finally do something so powerful and freeing with all the pesky rules we’ve
created - or followed out of obligation or fear - finally break them.
I feel like my personal relationship with bumping up against rules was similar to what many women experience along their
path to deeper self-love and understanding. When it came to being a “good girl”, I followed those rules pretty well, making
sure I was polite, worked hard, and put others before myself. On the other hand, my self-care rules were non-existent, and
“paying work”, as well as being responsible, always came before any fun or creative self-expression.
Over time, I started feeling a sense of dis-ease in my body and emotional center as the rules I lived by were in the driver’s
seat, pushing me to relive or recreate the same unsupportive loops, over and over. And once my health started showing me
where things were horribly out of alignment in my mind, body and soul, I began looking at the thoughts and rules running
the show.
I wasn’t surprised to find that A LOT of them needed to be broken, one by one. As one rule faded into the distance, I also
had to surrender to the energy and feelings around it, willingly release it, then head on to the next.
During this ongoing transformational process of discovering and breaking rules that no longer fit, I’ve also had to create new
ones around personal energy boundaries, healthy self-care, work goals, family, and, most importantly, how I think about and
set up supportive, loving boundaries. This critical creation phase of our own rulebook is so empowering because it allows us
to play and co-create with our heart and intuition. It also reminds us that we do have permission to take a new action at any
time to support our well-being.
Rules are temporary and can be broken. Along the path to creating harmony between the mind, body and spirit, be willing to
break some of your personal rules to fully step into
your true power and purpose. Where are you ready
to start breaking to build anew?

www.creativekatrina.com
katrina@creativekatrina.com
Colorado –– USA

www.creativekatrina.com
The attraction of our Light connected with the essence of your Light! And so it is ...
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JIGGLING, JUGGLING AND STRUGGLING
Help! I Have a Cold!
By Elspeth Vines
I awake, muzzy-headed and sneezing. Yuk, I’ve come down with a cold. I’ve seen all the ads to
do with soldiering on regardless, if only you take this little pill. I don’t want to take a little pill
and struggle on; I just want to curl up under a bush and suffer. What alternatives have I? I
should go to work, but I know that I’ll soggily just share it around with everyone there.
Presentism will abound; it certainly will with me if I turn up! Lots of snuffling presence but not much happening.
I phone in, and am told to please, please don’t come to work. I feel slightly better already, and am determined not to go
to the doctor; it’s only a cold, after all, not man-flu. I squeeze a lemon, add pure, cold-pressed honey and drink. Oh, that’s
good! I put a teaspoon of vitamin C and zinc powder in lukewarm water with 20 drops of a herbal tincture and have that
too. A hot breakfast is called for; eggs, shiitake and wilted spinach leaves will do nicely, with echinacea and elderberry
tea. I wear my puffy jacket inside, to sweat the bugs out; the cold virus is unhappy at 38 degrees and a cold is
appropriately named; I feel internally chilled.
During the day, I alternate between a Japanese green tea, the elderberry with echinacea tea, lemon juice with honey, and
the antiviral vitamin C with zinc. I pee lots and sweat lots, but that’s all good; bugs are dying in droves and being
eliminated. I thaw out and eat a chicken bone soup with ginger, turmeric, onion, herbs, garlic and other vegetables I’d
made previously and frozen as individual portions. By evening, after more soup, herbs and drinks, I feel much, much
better. The nose is easing up, and I apply a soothing cream to prevent reddening and cracking. Next day I’m back at
work, bug-free.
What had I achieved? During the day, I kept warm to maintain a high core body temperature to kill off the virus. All the
ingested herbs, drinks and foods are immune balancing, stimulating my body’s natural defenses to attack the rhinovirus.
The tincture contained wonderful cold-busting herbs such as olive leaf, astragalus, andrographis, ground ivy and
elecampane, with a little liquorice; the herb, not the sweet! I went for a gentle walk during the afternoon, well rugged up,
to keep the body warm and thus internally active.
Any good herbalist or naturopath will have access to the herbs aforementioned. All the rest are grocery or garden items.
Studies have revealed that chicken bone soup does alleviate the severity of colds and flu, so keep some in the freezer.
Gentle convalescence is essential for the body to heal itself, so rest up; give yourself permission! You’re worth it.

www.gracefullivingnaturopathy.com
elspeth.vines@gmail.com
Victoria –– AUSTRALIA
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RISE AND THRIVE
Emotional Resilience-Bouncing Back
By Sónia Trejo
Truth be told, major disruptions are a “gotcha” we all experience at one time or another in our
lives. That’s what life is all about. Right? I have learned –the hard way, when unexpected events
have turned my life upside down, it’s the degree to which my resiliency comes into play that
makes these “make-or-break” situations an opportunity for growth.
Resilience—the strength required to adapt to change—acts as our internal compass so we can resourcefully navigate an
upset. The good news is that each of us has the capacity to reorganize our life after a disruption and to achieve new levels
of strength and meaningfulness.
Though it’s easy to feel vulnerable in the midst of chaos and uncertainty, life disruptions are not necessarily a bad thing
because they help us grow and meet future challenges in our lives. It’s a lot like a bone that was once fragile or broken, and
is now strong from being used.
So how can I become even more resilient in the midst of chaos? I’ve been blessed to have many wise teachers in my life
many of them in the form of children, the elderly and my furry canine angels.
A Sense of Hope and Trust in the World- Resilient people rely on their belief in the basic goodness of the world and trust
that things will turn out all right in the end. This positive attitude allows them to weather times when everything seems
bleak and to look for and accept the support that is out there. This approach toward the world gives us the ability to hope
for a better future.
Interpreting Experiences in a New Light - The ability to look at a situation in a new way (a skill called “reframing”) can
minimize the impact of a difficult situation.
A Meaningful System of Support - One of the best ways to endure a crisis is to have the support of another person who can
listen and validate your feelings. Knowing that others care and will come to our support decreases the feeling of isolation,
especially when tackling a problem alone.
Self-Reflection and Insight - Life’s experiences provide fertile ground for learning. I ask myself questions that invite
introspection can open a door to new understanding and appreciation of who I am and what I stand for. Giving voice to
your thoughts and feelings leads to insight and helps transform the meaning of a problem into something useful. Resilient
people learn from life situations and do not succumb to punishing themselves because of decisions made in the past.
Sense of Humor - Have you ever had a wry laugh
during a difficult situation? The ability to see the
absurdity, irony, or genuine humor in a situation
stimulates our sense of hope and possibility.
Humor has both psychological and physical
benefits in relieving stress because it encourages
a swift change in your perception of your
circumstances—and when your thoughts change,
your mood follows.

www.SoniaTrejo.com
Sonia@soniatrejo.com
California –– USA
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RETURNING THE GIFT
Tai Chi Changes People
By Julie M. Hutchin
Tai Chi changes people. Students come to Tai Chi classes with expectations of specific benefits
they believe this practice will provide. It’s best if student and instructor keep an open mind.
This provides space for the student to grow and to receive the most benefits from their practice.
Sometimes what we think we want doesn’t look at all like what we need. What we need is what
Tai Chi provides.
I was initially self-taught in the beginning of my Tai Chi journey. I had fallen down a rock face on my coccyx bone, causing
stiffness on my left side. Knowing I needed to do something to help myself, I bought a $5.00 book about Tai Chi. I began
to practice according to the instruction in the book and also with videos. I didn’t know if I was “doing it right” or not.
I needed formal training with a Tai Chi instructor (Sifu) to provide understanding of how and why Tai Chi works, as well as
to make adjustments to my practice. I found a Sifu in Cairns, Australia, and made arrangements to travel there on the
weekends from my bush home in the Far North, eventually moving to Cairns so I could take classes three times a week. Tai
Chi training is most effective and impactful when the student and the Sifu are willing to put forth all necessary effort and
adjustments to facilitate learning.
I was very excited and a little bit scared as I began my first class. This was my dream coming true, but what if I failed? My
Sifu helped me to relax into my practice and told me to stop trying so hard. Many students self-sabotage by trying too
hard and attempting to rush the learning process. Learning Tai Chi is a gradual process, different for each student.
Progress is made by repetitive practice and patience both with oneself and with the process.
I spent many hours practicing at home in between classes. I practiced inside my home and outside in the forest. Releasing
my energies to the earth, cleansing, renewing, and identifying the energies within and without my body, connecting to
Source energy and feeling a part of the Universal Tao. My self-esteem and self-confidence improved. After ten years of
practice—learning to breathe, standing exercises, and energy exercises—and finally gradings, I was ready to teach.
Each student has his or her own unique experience when learning Tai Chi according to their needs. Practice is essential.
You can’t learn Tai Chi or receive its benefits by just watching it. Even doing a five minute practice each day will help.
Twenty minutes a day will render more benefits. Regular practice will garner benefits, many of which may be surprising.
Sometimes, as with my increased self-esteem and self-confidence, the benefits are subtle and gradual. Other times,
noticeable improvement is experienced within the
first week of training. Tai Chi delivers the results
you need exactly as you need them.

www.goldenphoenixtaichi.com
info@goldenphoenixtaichi.com
Cairn –– AUSTRALIA

www.goldenphoenixtaichi.com

Let the joy of my Beingness say hello to the world with no expectations in return at all. ~ Sibyl English

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
FREEDOM OF CHOICE, OR DESTINY?
Mediumistic Abilities and Spirits
By Simone Einstoss Granado
I lived in a haunted house in Brasilia for 17 years. I did not know what to do to avoid
being distraught by the phenomena the spirits provoked. I tried ignoring the spirit
manifestations, which I observed mostly in the evening. When I went to bed I tried
saying in my mind “I will sleep no matter what”. Sometimes it worked and I managed
to sleep. Other times, I felt scared and asked my mother to sleep in her bed. I could
feel someone shaking my legs… I could feel the contact, but I could not see who it
was. I would also hear weird screeching noises in the garden... But, when I looked
through the window, I could see noone and nothing was moving. Our gardner’s cart
was still in its place.
Over time, as my mother, my brother and I became more conscious of the issue, the
manifestations increased. We contacted and paid two well-known mediums from our
city to end the phenomena. It would improve a week or two, but would get much
worse afterwards. The only person who managed to finish with the problem was a very
poor lady from a slum, Myrtle (not her real name), who did not want to receive any
payment for services. The manifestations stopped thanks to Myrtle’s mediumistic
capabilities and the ceremony she conducted.
I started being aware I could feel the presence of spirits, hear their noises and observe
the manifestations (in different places). Occasionally, I would see spirits… but I did not
know how to remove them. With time and more experiences of this type I developed
some techniques to identify their presence… So, if I felt a cold breeze around me,
when nothing else was cold, or sensed a good or a bad smell without any apparent
cause, I would know a spirit was present. Sometimes the smell would accompany me or
whoever I was with, but at others it would not.
A medium can feel, see, hear and/or smell the spirit manifestations if they are in an
open environment, or even feel them in the body of another person (but sometimes
the spirits manage to hide well). So, how to remove spirits? There are various
techniques that can be used, depending on the medium’s capacities and the situation.
If the spirit is in the body of a person (I will call it the host), the medium can talk directly
to the spirit, using the host to serve as a channel, or the medium can invoke the help of
angelic helpers, or spirit animals (spirit helpers) to get away the spirits and take them
to the Light.
Another option, especially for a haunted place, is to start with a prayer, and use our
imagination (anyone can do it since to some degree we all have mediumistic
capabilities) to make a beautiful, powerful ceremony, aloud and clear, and invoke the
support of the spirit helpers to take them to the Light.

Click here to go directly to Simone’s website!
Simone.einstoss@hotmail.com
Brussels –– BELGIUM

Click here to go directly
to Simone’s website!
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FIND YOU, FIND LOVE
It’s All Energy
By Wendy Fry
Good Morning, my name is Wendy Fry and I’m and Energist. Roll back thirty years and saying
this I may have got some funny looks. As times change, new paradigm shifts arise and energy
awareness increases, the general population are more open and accepting to the fact that we
all, indeed, do have an energy body.
Now when I introduce myself people are curious as to what an energist is and does. As an energist, I work with energy and
the energy body of those suffering stress symptoms. We can work in person or remotely to bring awareness first and
foremost to what happens when we become stressed. Clients can recognise themselves on the SUE Scale (an emotional/
energetic scale) used to measure the Subjective Unit of Experience devised by Silvia Hartmann President of The Guild of
Energists. This scale helps us to recognise that when we are stressed we are in absence of bring the absolute best version
of ourselves. We have a tool to measure stress and the techniques to aid us in re-balancing the energy body and this is
exactly what the world needs more of.
Having a visual aid which clearly shows when we are at a minus ten (barely functioning) to a plus ten (on top of the world,
energised and in peak state) supports us to understand who or what sends us on a downward spiral into that pit of despair
we have probably all been in at some time in our lives, when emotions have run high and life seems overwhelming. It also
shows us what life looks like at a plus ten - It’s much easier to reach high end energy states than one might imagine!
Simply stated when we become stressed emotionally we act weird, act out, closedown, do crazy things, say stuff we don’t
mean, burst into tears, rant to anyone who will listen, sleep less, anxt more, try and escape through drugs, alcohol,
shopping, sexing or worse or find ourselves exploding at random strangers, our families, friends or the dog and then
wishing we hadn’t.
The good news is, with awareness and willingness to shift blocked or stagnant energies because of being stressed, no
longer do we have to suffer at the mercy of external events and our emotional response to these situations, places or
people. We take out the story, meaning and beliefs and get down to the bare bones of working solely with energy. The
fact is when we are less stressed the people around us are less stressed too. It’s all energy and our mood is contagious!
Modern Stress Management Techniques are the
way forward in stress reduction. Use of Energy
EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique), EMO (Energy
in Motion), Modern Energy Healing and Modern
Energy Coaching addresses the stress imbalance
in the energy body and puts you back in control of
living your life with passion and purpose.
I’m an energist and I love working with energy!

www.wendyfry.com
info@wendyfry.com
England –– UNITED KINGDOM

www.wendyfry.com

“And when at last we decide to awaken, learn and grow … the Universe agrees and says, YES!”
~Sibyl English

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
HEART-CENTERED LIVING
Is Your Perception Off Track?
By Philomena Chillino
Has it ever crossed your mind that your perception of someone could be totally off track and
turn into your biggest mistake just by assuming or judging?
Quick judgements or
assumptions from what you hear during a conversation or a short notion of what you may
think you see, may be the wrong perception of that person. It can cause insult, hurtful
feelings or rudeness. The outcome may not be good. Of course, don’t put a bag over your head to block any possible
danger, be alert, assertive and a good listener to learn more about the other person, your surroundings or even a
passerby stranger. It can take years to finally truly know someone well enough or to understand their intentions,
motives or who or what kind of person they really are. Using your deeper intuitive feelings for your own protection or
guidance is important and useful, without doubt.
Recently, working with my husband, our day finally came to a long and an exhausting end. When the work day was over,
our helpers loaded up all the tools. To represent our company in a professional manner and being a bit of a
perfectionist, leaving the job in a sawdust mess was unacceptable. I decided to sweep the floors of the restaurants we
were working on. While wearing my work vest holding a broom and dust pan in my hands, two women came to the
window. To be courteous I asked; Would you like to take-a-peek inside verses through the window? They immediately
said yes. As they came inside the door with much anticipation and interest, they admired the workmanship.
At that point in the conversation they did not know that my family and I did this intricate work. One of the woman
turned and saw me holding a broom and wearing a work vest. She then made a quick assumption. Her perception of
me was based on what I was wearing and that I was holding a broom. She immediately judged and assumed I was the
cleaning lady picking up after our helpers and literally asked me four times if I was the broom sweeper. She wouldn’t
give me the opportunity to get a word in edgewise. She had no idea who I was or how involved I was in this project.
Her perception of me was totally off track, she assumed and judged me based on her own perception. You can never
know everything about a person by what you hear or see. What if I was the cleaning lady? What if I was the owner of
the restaurant? Either way, it could have been insulting and hurtful.
Listen and speak more sincerely and genuinely in your conversations. We are all equal human beings with different
talents and needs. We all have something great to offer in this lifetime. Making assumptions, judgements, or have
wrong perceptions about a person, may turn out to be your biggest mistake you’ll ever make. You just never know who
you may meet.

www.heartinsync.com
info@heartinsync.com
Colorado –– USA

www.heartinsync.com
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LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE NOW!
One Perfect Day
By Kathy Eckhardt
I’m someone whose role in her large family growing up was “People Pleaser” and who only
rather late in life began to understand the concept of boundaries. But I find that I’m not so
different from many young women today who are still putting everybody else’s needs and
dreams and priorities ahead of their own and thinking that this is the way it is supposed to be.
“One of these days,” they tell themselves, “I’ll pursue my own dreams.”
Bronnie Ware, a palliative care nurse who wrote a book that recorded the most common regrets of the dying tells us that
the most common regret of all was “I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of
me.” That was the biggie. That was #1. And it was only when their life was almost over and they looked back clearly on it
that they realized how many of their own cherished dreams had gone unfulfilled because they had spent most of their
lives settling for what other people expected of them.
Our time on earth is too precious to waste it living someone else’s life but we have to know what we want before we can have
what we want and if we have spent a big part of our lives living for other people it can be difficult to even remember what
brings us joy. So grab your journal, find a quiet place and take some time to ponder this question – If you were given the gift
of One Perfect Day what would it look like? What would it feel like? I can’t give you answers but I can give you clues.
If you gave yourself permission to do anything you wanted for as long as you wanted and not have to do anything you
didn’t want to do, how would you spend it that one perfect day? Would you sleep in an extra hour? Would you go to the
movies all by yourself? Treat yourself and a friend to a meal at your favorite restaurant that you almost never go to
because you think it’s too expensive? Have a massage, walk in the woods, start writing your novel, buy something for
yourself that is wildly unpractical, spend the day reading on the beach, sign up for that yoga class you never had time for
before, laugh yourself silly, dance until dawn?
Who would you most want to spend the day with and why?
Who would you NOT what to spend this precious day with
and why? What makes you laugh out loud? What music makes you want to get up and dance across the floor? What
books do you get lost in? What movies do you watch over and over again and still enjoy? What makes you cry?
My wish for you is that you use this one special day to step into your greatness as you show the world how strong,
powerful and amazing you truly are!

www.biggestboldestdream.com
kathy@biggestboldestdream.com
VIRGINIA –– USA

www.biggestboldestdream.com

SU BM ISSION GUIDELINES

DEADLINE DATE EXTENDED
SEPTEMBER 1, 2017
FOR ALL INCOMING ARTICLES

“Ordinary Women
Sharing Extraordinary Insights”

Yes, I am definitely interested in becoming
a contributing article writer for Sibella Publications
Sibella Publications –– Celebrating 10 years of successful publishing for women by women. Since 2007

If you are thinking of submitting an article for review by our editors,
here’s your easy-to-follow submission guidelines.
Presently, our editors are accepting incoming article submissions for –––
HURRY!
Sibyl Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
Deadline for all incoming articles: August 1, 2017 (Midnight)

New Deadline Date
September 1, 2017

Early article submissions are greatly appreciated (you’ll miss the influx of last minute writers rushing to deadline - smile).
If your initial article is selected for publishing, the editors will want to continue to publish your words of wisdom for an entire
one year publication season. *You should receive a response from the editors within 2 - 3 weeks after sending in your submission.
• Topics to write about include: All things spirituality, healing, awakening, enlightenment, mindfulness, etc.
• The following information needs to go at the top of your article.
- What would your MAIN TITLE be for the entire year (the main focus of all 12 articles)?
- Be sure to also give your article a SUBTITLE stemming from that specific article (Maximum: 5 words)
- Written by _____________________________________________
• Guidelines to create the body of your article.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

USE SINGLE SPACING FOR YOUR ENTIRE ARTICLE.
ONLY DOUBLE SPACE TO SHOW SEPARATION BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS.
NO INDENTIONS OR TABS SHOULD EVER BE USED.
DO NOT USE BULLET POINTS ANYWHERE WITHIN YOUR ARTICLE.
WRITE YOUR ARTICLE SECTIONED IN PARAGRAPHS – 5, 6, 7 COMPLETE PARAGRAPHS.
TEXT COLOR:
BLACK
FONT TYPE:
TIMES NEW ROMAN
POINT SIZE :
10 POINTS

• The following information needs to go at the end of your article.
- Your 1 primary website address.
- Your 1 email address.
- The state and country you reside.
- Your word count BOLD.
- Your phone number.

* Having a personal business website is absolutely mandatory!
* The one allowing readers to connect with you about your article.
* Ex: Indiana, USA
* Do not include either of your titles in your word count.
* For editors to contact you if they have a question about your article.

• Article Word Count:
* Minimum 475 ––– Maximum 500
• Send article in WORD .doc format to: * Article@SibellaPublications.com

Advertising@SibylMagazine.com
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Is THIS ad space waiting for you?
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Are YOU a woman writer?
Better still, are you an ordinary woman
with extraordinary insight and wisdom?
Of course, you are . . .
If you’re interested in becoming a contributing article writer
for Sibella Publications, we ask that you first take a look
at our easy-to-follow submission guidelines on page 13.
Then sit and write an authentic heart-message filled
with an originally written message of wisdom and insight.
* Be sure to send your article within the scheduled acceptance dates.

www.SibellaPublications.com
www.SibellaPublications.com
Be well in all you do and may each step you take be graced with divine love and light.
It’s been a pleasure to serve you today! Each issue is created just for you!
Sibyl English, Founder
Sibella Publications & Sibella Circle International

www.SibellaPublications.com
WE’D LOVE FOR YOU TO BECOME OUR NEWEST SUBSCRIBER TODAY!

https://www.facebook.com/LikeSibylMagazine/
LIKE ON FACEBOOK

A N I N T E R N A T I O N A L A N T H O LO GY- P U B L I C A T I O N

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sibylCONNECT ON LINKEDIN
english-6b559a48/

Both fate & faith brought you here!
FOUNDER
DISCLAIMER

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Sibyl English
[ 1 ] We are well aware of the plethora and diversity of insights found inside
both of our magazine publications. This being the goal in fact. By providing our
readers with a multiplicity of notes and melodies from which to choose, we are
enabling and empowering them with the inspiration to thereby create, design,
establish and cultivate their own spiritual rhythm in which to dance!
[ 2 ] We value and respect the talent of artists and writers around the globe. The
earnest goal and positive intention, at all times, is to uplift, exalt and showcase
the beauty and wisdom of any item or entity found within the pages of either of
our magazines. If ever in oversight, there is a written or graphic item anonymously
displayed or shared and you happen to know the original artist, please contact us
right away and share that important information with us. Doing this will allow us
to immediately accredit their very important work.
[ 3 ] There’s a wide range of advertisement displayed within Sibyl Magazine,
Luminous Wisdom: Sophia and on the Sibella Publications website that link to
several of the writer’s private websites, blogs and/or social media sites. Any
website, advertisement or other entity extended to our reading audience is
simply information adding to each subscriber’s food for thought. We are not
responsible for any information shared or displayed on any 3 rd party website or
social media outlet.
[ 4 ] A Note to Incoming Writers –– We reserve the right not to publish or
display any ad, website or written material that we feel is not in alignment with
the positive love and light energy the readers of Sibella Publications have
grown accustomed to receiving. Thank you in advance for understanding.
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Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the peace of God.
~ A Course in Miracles
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